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Sustaining Steady Growth
Momentum
Growth recovery should stay on track as policy decisions
remain supportive of improving the productivity dynamic, with
no evident signs of misallocation in the form of higher
inflation or deficits. External pressures in the form of higher
oil prices and a stronger US dollar are key risks to track.
Recovery on track; steady growth expected in F2020: Since mid-year, growth
indicators have largely evolved around expected lines, with some softening in
YoY readings as support from base effect wanes. We expect F2019 growth to
remain on track at 7.6%. For F2020, we lower our growth estimate marginally to
7.6% from 7.7% as we take into account the impact of tighter financial conditions
at the margin. We roll out F2021 forecast of 7.5%.
Macro stability indicators in check, key risk would be trend in oil prices: While
we pencil in a mild acceleration in inflation driven primarily by normalizing food
prices, we expect the current account deficit to narrow a tad thanks to lower oil
prices. We expect CPI inflation to rise to 4.3% in F2020 (from 3.9% in F2019e),
and the current account deficit to narrow to 2.3% of GDP (from 2.5% of GFP in
F2019e).
Policy rate hikes to continue after a pause: We expect policy rates to be on hold
until 1Q19 as inflation remains sub-4% YoY. We expect the RBI to resume the
hiking cycle in 2Q19, and build in two rate hikes in 2019 and a further two rate
hikes in 2020, as inflation rises from the low of 2018 and US Fed continues with
its rate hike cycle in 2020. We believe that maintaining an adequate real rate
buffer in an environment of tighter global liquidity conditions will be essential in
the context of India’s external funding needs.
We remain constructive on the outlook: In our view, the key anchor for the
macro outlook is government policy actions to improve the productivity dynamic
(trend in fiscal policy, stance on real rates and trend in labour markets), which
have been moving in the right direction. We believe that continued prudent policy
mix and pickup in capex spending will likely make the cycle more durable. From a
cyclical perspective, external pressures from strong US growth/USD strength and
higher oil prices should also recede in 2019.
Risks tilted to the downside: In our view, the risks to the outlook are tilted to
the downside and stem mainly from external factors. The key swing factors to
track from the external indicators will be strength of US dollar/rates, potential
spillovers in the global capital market environment and the extent of trade
tensions affecting global growth. From the domestic perspective, the key swing
factors will be the outcome of general elections in 2019, domestic credit
conditions and the pace of capex spending.
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Exhibit 1: Key Forecasts
GDP, YoY(%)
CPI, YoY(%)
Policy Rate (eop, %)
CAD (% GDP)
Fiscal Deficit (% GDP)

F2019E
7.6%
3.9%
6.50%
2.5%
6.4%

F2020E
7.6%
4.3%
7.25%
2.3%
6.1%

F2021E
7.5%
4.6%
7.50%
2.1%
5.7%

Source: Morgan Stanley Research Estimates (Oil price avg of US$ 71/bbl for
F2020,& US$ 70/bbl for F2021)

For important disclosures, refer to the Disclosure Section,
located at the end of this report.
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Prudent Policy Mix Is the Anchor of Our Constructive View
In our view, the key anchor for the macro outlook is the government’s policy actions to
improve the productivity dynamic (trend in fiscal policy, stance on real rates and trend
in labour markets/wage rates), which have been moving in the right direction. We
believe that continued prudent policy mix and pickup in capex spending will likely make
the cycle more durable as it will help to sustain growth without stoking macro stability
risks. From a cyclical perspective, external pressures from strong US growth/USD
strength and higher oil prices should also recede in 2019. As such, we maintain a
constructive view on the economic outlook over our forecast horizon, building in
steady growth momentum with macro stability in the comfort range.

(a) Trend in fiscal policy and rural wage growth shows no specific signs of
misallocation: The government has maintained a slow-paced fiscal consolidation with
central government deficit reducing from 4.9% of GDP in F2013 to 3.5% of GDP in F2018.
While states have seen fiscal slippage partly due to UDAY (state electricity discom
debt)-related liabilities, the consolidated fiscal deficit has been tracking close to 6.6% of
GDP (vs. 6.9% of GDP in F2013). Moreover, the government has pushed capital
expenditures, making the spending mix more productive. Indeed, total capital
expenditure (centre + state) has risen from 3.6% of GDP in F2013 to 4.4% of GDP in
F2018. The trend in rural farm wages, which had been an important factor leading to the
double-digit inflation rate during 2008-13 has been hovering in the 5-6% range over the
last three years, implying no distortion in labour markets and little risk of creating
inflationary pressures.
(b) Maintaining positive real rates reduces macro stability risks: The RBI remains
anchored to maintaining positive real rates, which will help anchor inflation
expectations, promote financial saving and reduce the extent of the shock emanating
from an external funding environment. Indeed, real rates have remained firmly in
positive territory since 2014. Further, the start of a rate hike cycle in 2018 has helped to
maintain an adequate real rate buffer with the US.
(c) Improvement in capex/productivity should make the cycle more durable: We believe
that as the investment rate improves, productivity of the economy will improve as well,
which will make the cycle more durable. Indeed, productivity growth will likely help to
absorb some of the increase in rates without adversely affecting the growth momentum.
Over our forecast horizon, we envisage real rates rising at a slow pace, remaining
between 2.6% and 2.8% vs. ~2.5% in F2019e – i.e., no major tightening expected in real
rates.
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Exhibit 2: Slow Paced Consolidation in Fiscal Deficit

Exhibit 3: Government Capital Expenditure Has Picked Up
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Exhibit 4: Trend in Rural Wages Remains Subdued
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Exhibit 5: Mild Rise in Real Rates Real Rates
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Steady Growth Expected in F2020
We lower our F2020 growth forecast to 7.6% from 7.7% as we take into account tighter
financial conditions at the margin and slight moderation in global growth. However, we
look for growth to remain steady compared to our F2019 estimate of 7.6% (unchanged).
We build in a steady growth path as policy measures remain supportive of improving the
productivity dynamic without stoking macro stability risks and external funding
pressures are expected to recede in 2019. For F2021, we estimate GDP growth at 7.5%.
Exhibit 6: GDP Forecasts: Old vs New

GDP, YoY(%)
Old
FY Basis (Year ending March)
F2019E
7.6%
F2020E
7.7%
F2021E
NA
CY Basis (Year ending December)
2018E
7.7%
2019E
7.7%
2020E
NA

New
7.6%
7.6%
7.5%
7.7%
7.6%
7.5%

Source: Morgan Stanley Research Estimates
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Drivers of Growth
Consumption – steady growth: Consumption accounts for 60% of GDP and has been a
mainstay of the overall growth recovery. We expect consumption growth to remain
healthy, with a pickup in rural demand, which has been showing signs of recovery in the
last few months after remaining anemic for the previous two years. In this context,
greater government focus on alleviating rural distress through policies such as
increasing minimum support prices (highest increase in the last six years) and focus on
rural infrastructure bode well for rural consumption. Moreover, a pickup in construction
and ancillary activity should support employment generation (the construction sector
has the highest employment elasticity, estimated at 1.13ppt), in turn supporting income
and consumption growth.
Capex – private capex recovery to gather pace in 2019: Over the last few months, the
high-frequency growth data (capital goods production, imports of capital goods, order
books) has been indicating a better capex outlook than in the past few years. Public
capex with a focus on infrastructure investments has been the key driver of investment,
with government accelerating capex spending through both on-budget and off-budget
sources. Further, some positive spillovers are also evident with a pick up in engineering
and construction companies' order inflows. We believe that a combination of improving
end demand, which will increase capacity utilization, and easing of twin balance sheet
issues indicated by an improvement in corporate fundamentals and resolution of stress
assets of public sector banks will pave the way for a pickup in private capex.
Exports – to remain largely supportive: We expect export growth to remain largely
supportive in 2019 as our global economics team still expects global growth to track
near trend growth of 3.6% YoY in 2019, although moderating from the high of 3.8% in
2018e. Further, while DM growth is expected to slow, EM growth is expected to remain
steady in 2019. We would track the extent of trade tensions and its impact of strength
of global growth.
Exhibit 7: Auto Sales Improved in October at the Margin
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Exhibit 8: Retail Loan Growth Tracking at Double-digit Level
Personal Loans, YoY(%), 3MMA
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Exhibit 9: Cyclical Component of Investment Rate is Picking Up
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Exhibit 10: Investment (% of GDP) Expected to Improve Slowly
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Exhibit 11: Order Inflows of Engineering and Construction Companies
Are Improving
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Exhibit 12: Global Growth to Slow a Tad in 2019e
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Macro Stability Expected to Remain in Check
Mild acceleration forecasted in inflation: Retail inflation has thus far surprised on the
downside mainly due to subdued food prices. While we take into account the upside
from factors such as higher minimum support prices, increase in retail fuel prices, and
currency depreciation, inflation trajectory is expected to remain benign. Moreover, key
drivers of inflation – the trends in both rural wage growth and fiscal deficit – remain in
check, further reducing inflationary pressures. Indeed, we expect CPI inflation to remain
well within RBI’s target range at 4.3% in F2020 and 4.6% in F2021 from 3.9% in F2019e.
Current account to likely narrow a tad in 2019: Given the trailing higher oil prices and
improvement in domestic demand, we expect the current account deficit to widen to
2.5% in 2018 from 1.5% in 2017. However, in 2019 we estimate a modest narrowing in the
CAD to 2.3% of GDP as oil prices (as per futures curves) remain largely range bound.
However, as long as India runs a current account deficit, it will remain exposed to
external funding risks – although the degree of vulnerability remains lower.
Exhibit 13: Inflation to Stay Within Comfort Zone
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Exhibit 14: Inflation Expectations of Households Remained Elevated
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Exhibit 15: Saving Less Investment = Current Account Deficit

Exhibit 16: Lower Oil Prices to Help Narrow Current Account Deficit
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Trend in oil prices is a key risk to macro stability: Global crude oil prices have remained
volatile this year, as oil prices dropped swiftly to near US$62/bbl in November from the
peak of US$86/bbl in October. The trend in oil prices affects macro stability given India
imports ~80% of the oil it consumes. Higher oil prices expose India to a widening deficit
and higher inflation.
An increase in oil prices as a result of stronger global growth conditions is a more
manageable scenario as it provides an offset of higher export income compared to a
supply shock-driven rise in prices. However, we reckon that policy measures in place –
such as dismantling of subsidies on the sale of petrol/diesel, higher real rates that
reduce funding pressure, and an improvement in the overall funding mix with higher FDI
– imply that India is in a better position to manage the headwind of higher oil prices.
Exhibit 17: Trend in Net Oil imports vs. Brent

Exhibit 18: Sensitivity of Macro Variables to Higher Oil Prices
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Policy response
Policy rate hikes to continue after a pause: We expect policy rates to be on hold until
1Q19 as inflation remains sub-4% through January 2019. We expect the RBI to resume
the hiking cycle in 2Q19 and build in two rate hikes in 2019 and a further two rate hikes
in 2020, as inflation rises from the low of 2018 and the US Fed continues with its rate
hike cycle in 2020. While external funding pressures will likely abate in 2019 given our
global economic team's view of a Fed pause (in 2H19) and weaker outlook for the US
dollar, we believe that maintaining an adequate real rate buffer in an environment of
tighter global liquidity conditions will be essential in the context of India’s external
funding needs.
Fiscal policy to be supportive of growth: We believe that fiscal policy will be supportive
of growth, especially in early 2019, as we enter the election phase. While we would
expect slow-paced fiscal consolidation in F2020, we would also expect this to be driven
by an increase on the receipts side than expenditure compression.

Exhibit 19: Trend in Policy Rate and CPI

Exhibit 20: Slow-Paced Fiscal Consolidation Expected
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Risks: Skewed to the Downside, Mainly Due to External Factors
In the bear case, we build in a weaker growth trend due to global/domestic factors and
weaker macro stability. The global factors to watch will be higher oil prices, weaker
global growth (impact of trade tensions) and stronger US dollar/weaker global capital
market environment. On the domestic side, policy uncertainty post elections in May
2019, along with tighter-than-expected liquidity condition will have an adverse impact on
growth. We estimate growth to decelerate to 6.8% in our bear case with faster pace of
rate hikes from RBI in response to wider macro stability.
In the bull case, the private capex turnaround is stronger due to a more robust pickup in
external and domestic demand. Stronger fiscal spending ahead of the elections, coupled
with a win for the incumbent government, would also give a fillip to capex spending.
Further, global environment is benign, with positive spill overs for global capital market
flows to India. Macro stability indicators remain benign, which allows RBI to reduce the
pace of rate hike, and fiscal policy remains supportive of growth.
Exhibit 21: GDP: Base, Bull, Bear Scenarios
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Exhibit 22: Forecasts of Key Macro Variables
Years Ending March 31
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Executive summary – 2019 The Year of Living Dangerously

Ric Deverell
+61 2 8232 4307
ric.deverell@macquarie.com

A year ago the world was basking in the best “synchronised” growth since the Great Recession.
Europe finally looked to have put the crisis behind it, while President Trump was about to unleash
a significant fiscal stimulus in the US. China was gradually slowing, but in large part that was due
to a change in the government’s focus from stimulus to “deleveraging”, with the new policy path
generally seen as a good thing for longer term global growth as the Middle Kingdom finally began
to address concerns about debt levels and the credit intensity of growth.

Hayden Skilling, CFA
+61 2 8232 2623
hayden.skilling@macquarie.com

Despite the strong economic momentum, many market participants were focused on the downside
risks, as scar tissue from the financial crisis remained raw. Indeed, while prices increased
substantially in 2017, and volatility remained low, the 9 year old equity rally remained “the most
unloved in history”, and the market continued to discount the Fed’s guidance, pricing only two rate
hikes in 2018. Against this backdrop, we expected global growth to remain above average over
2018, but suggested that investors “Make Hay while the Sun Shines”, as storm clouds would build
over the course of 2018, with 2019 likely be more dangerous as tighter US policy and slowing
growth began to weigh.
Fast-forward 12 months, and growth at a global level has been a little better than we had forecast.
However, the synchronisation seen in 2017 proved to be short lived, with the US speeding up more
than anticipated (as President Trump embarked on his bold fiscal experiment and oil investment
rebounded), while the strength in Europe proved fleeting. With the US outperforming and the Fed
hiking every quarter (as we had expected), the dollar rallied, particularly against emerging market
currencies. The renewed economic divergence, along with political headwinds to growth ranging
from the trade war, to Brexit and Italy, also saw volatility return to global markets with a
vengeance.
As we look ahead to 2019, the market is once again focused on the dark clouds on the
horizon, with many investors convinced that global growth is in the process of slowing sharply.
While we agree that risks are building – in no particular order the “known unknowns” include the
impact of the trade war, European politics, the fallout from higher US interest rates (who is
swimming naked?), as well as ongoing concerns about China – we continue to feel that the
market is too pessimistic, with global growth actually strengthening as we go to print, and
in our view likely to come in at a still healthy 3% in the year to Q4 2019.
Our relatively optimistic forecast for global growth does not mean that 2019 won’t be another
challenging year for investors, with the volatility seen in recent months continuing. However, for
those brave enough to “live dangerously”, we expect risk assets to bounce back from their
current oversold levels, with still good economic growth once again underpinning gains.
Fig 1 We expect global GDP growth to remain above
average in 2019
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A dangerous year for the Fed…
As always, the Fed will be central to the outlook for many markets. To that end, while the FOMC
continues to guide the market toward 4 further hikes by the end of 2019 (the median of the dots
still has one in December and then three more in 2019), the “easy” part of the hiking cycle is now
over, with future meetings likely to be far more “data dependent”.
While some have interpreted the recent change in tone as signalling that the end of the tightening
cycle is near, with the market currently pricing only one hike in 2019, we feel the Fed is merely
being honest about the fact that the mystical “neutral fed funds rate” is unobservable in real time.
And while both the Chairman and Vice Chairman have said that the committee consider the range
to be somewhere between 2½% and 3½% – noting that after the December hike, the rate will be
close to the bottom of that range – this merely suggests that they will proceed with caution as they
have no strong doctrinaire view as to the appropriate terminal rate. Indeed, this is really just
describing the distribution of the dots, where the median remains 3%.
To us the key remains the labour market. Although they will never articulate their objective this
clearly, the Fed needs to slow monthly employment growth from the current rapid pace (the
average of the past 3 months was 218k) back down toward the 70k or so that would see
unemployment stabilise. While employment growth is likely to slow in the coming year as the fiscal
stimulus fades and higher rates begin to impact (the infamous long and variable lags) we expect
the labour market to remain more resilient than the consensus, with payrolls likely to still be
growing at an above 100k monthly pace at the end of 2019. In turn, this is likely to see
unemployment continue to fall toward 3¼%, and the gradual increase in wages growth seen in
recent years continue.
This suggests to us that while there is a risk that the Fed may take a pause for a time next year as
they assess incoming information (note that lower oil prices is already mechanically pushing
inflation – including paradoxically core inflation – lower for a time), they are still likely to increase
the rate a further 3 or 4 times over the course of the year.
 With a press conference every month, we suspect Chairman Powell would like to move away
from the current quarterly timetable.
We note that while the market is currently focused on downside risks to growth, to us the bigger
risk is that wages growth will continue to gradually strengthen even as GDP growth slows to trend.
 As with the neutral rate, ex ante it is very difficult to assess the level of the NAIRU. But with the
Fed’s estimate currently 4½% it is possible (maybe even likely) that an unemployment rate in
the low 3s could be challenging, as monetary policy is not the only thing that impacts the
economy with a lag.
 Faced with early signs of “stagflation”, the 2020 FOMC would effectively have to either live
with higher inflation (unlikely given the experience of the 1970s), or actively push the
unemployment rate back into the 4s, which of course would significantly increase the risk of
recession in 2021 or 2022.
 In our view, the Fed will be living very dangerously in 2019…
2019 Economic Outlook – Global Growth to Remain Above Long-Run Average
We expect global GDP growth to slow modestly to around 3% in the year to Q4 2019, as the US
fiscal stimulus fades, the Fed continues to hike and China slows a little further.
US growth is likely to slow from a fiscal charged 3.1% in 2018 (Q4 on Q4) to a still strong 2.4% in
2019. While many commentators have suggested that the US could slow more than this, we note
that the fiscal stimulus will continue to support growth for most of next year (albeit with a gradually
diminishing impact), while the US labour market has been very resilient to external shocks over the
past decade.
 While higher mortgage rates are likely to continue to weigh on housing construction, it is now a
much smaller share of GDP than seen in previous cycles, and as such is unlikely to dramatically
impact the broader outlook.
 Note that while we expect the Fed to hike another 4 or 5 times by end 19, taking the total
tightening to 3 percentage points in 12 increments, 200 basis points of that increase has
already occurred, with the market already pricing a further 50 basis points.
4 December 2018
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We think it unlikely that an additional 50 basis points will bring the house down.

Chinese growth is likely to slow by a further 30 basis points to 6.2% over the year to Q4 2019 (a
similar slowdown to that seen in 2018). We note that much of the moderation in 2018 was driven
by domestic policy (“deleveraging”) and with policy now supporting growth, we think it is unlikely
that the tariffs (at least on current plans) will force a faster deceleration.
Eurozone growth is likely to broadly stabilise, following the unexpectedly sharp slowdown over
2018. We expect GDP to grow by around 1½% in the year to Q4 2019, and while the risks are
probably to the downside, we suspect that just as the market was interpolating strong growth at the
beginning of this year, they risk overstating the likely weakness as we move into 2019.
Market outlook
As mentioned above, we expect the Fed to increase the Fed funds rate by 25 basis points later
this month and then a further 75 to 100 basis points in 2019 (see page 41).
While the ECB is likely to end QE in December, we do not expect a rate hike until Q1 2020
(see page 44).
The BoJ is likely to keep policy very accommodative, but it is possible that they modestly
widen their 10-year yield target band in Q2 (see page 28)
Long rates in the US and Europe are likely to drift higher over the course of the year, with the US
10-year approaching 3¾% by end year, and the German 10-year to 1¼%. Japanese long
rates will remain under the control of the BoJ (see page 46).
The US dollar should remain supported in H1, but we expect it to peak and then decline a
little in H2 as US growth catches down to the rest of the world and the market begins to focus on
the end of Fed tightening and a possible ECB hike (see page 47).
Metals and bulk commodity prices to remain mixed, with base metals outperforming the
bulks (see page 53).
Global equity prices are likely remain choppy for much of the year, but to end 2019
modestly higher (see page 57).
Risks
Notwithstanding our optimistic near-term view, as 2019 progresses, the challenges are likely to
continue to build.
 While we do not expect the trade war to significantly slow growth in the near term – it is already
5 months since the first significant tariffs were introduced – we do not expect a quick resolution,
with the risk that President Trump continues to increase the stakes as the year progresses.
 As we highlight in the essay “Trade war 2019”, this is where we believe the real risk lies,
with threatened tariffs (including those on autos and the remainder of imports from China)
much larger than those currently implemented or pending.
 Similarly, while we expect a near-term resolution to Brexit sometime in Q1 (see page 15), this is
unlikely to stem the internal conflict in the not so “United” Kingdom. While the UK’s share of the
global economy is relatively small, if the large recession that the Bank of England predicts under
a hard Brexit scenario were to occur, it would have a material impact on markets and global
growth.
The essays that follow explore some of the key themes and risks that underpin this outlook, and
are followed by a summary of the economic outlook for each of the major economies, as well as an
overview of our outlook for the various markets we cover.
We thank you, our readers and clients, for the business relationships we share and wish you great
success in finishing 2018 and mapping your strategies for 2019.
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Trade war 2019: An updated assessment

Ric Deverell
+61 2 8232 4307
ric.deverell@macquarie.com

Over 2018, markets have been buffeted by constant developments on the trade front, with
tentative signs of easing tensions in May giving way to the beginning of a full-fledged trade war in
July. With trade-war developments coming thick and fast, it can be difficult to keep track of the
state of play, particularly given the ever-changing threats emanating from President Trump’s
corner. In this essay, we provide a stocktake of tariff measures taken and threatened over 2018 todate, and attempt to quantify their potential impact on the global economy.

Hayden Skilling, CFA
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A timeline of US tariff actions to-date

Larry Hu, PhD
+852 3922 3778
larry.hu@macquarie.com

As previously discussed, several rounds of tariffs have been implemented in 2018, following
through with President Trump’s campaign pledge to take action on trade. Here we provide a
summarised timeline of the various tariff actions to-date, where all values are based on 2017 trade
flows. We refer the interested reader to our earlier notes for more information:
 7 February 2018 – Tariffs on imported solar cells and modules, and large residential washing
machines came into effect. In their first year, average tariffs of ~25% (~40%) apply to $6.6
billion ($1.9 billion) of solar cells/modules imports (washing machine imports).
 23 March 2018 – Tariffs of 10% on imported aluminium and 25% on imported steel came into
effect, with initial exemptions for Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, the EU, Mexico, and
South Korea.
 1 June 2018 – The above tariffs began to apply to aluminium and steel imports from Canada,
the EU, and Mexico, and aluminium imports from South Korea. After these changes, tariffs
applied to around $16.5 billion of aluminium imports (up from $7.8 billion from 23 March) and
$23.4 billion of steel imports (previously $9.7 billion).
 6 July 2018 – The first tranche of China-specific tariffs was implemented in response to alleged
forced technology transfer and intellectual property theft. These covered ~$32 billion worth of
imports at a rate of 25%.
 23 August 2018 – The second tranche of China-specific tariffs was implemented, also at a rate
of 25%, covering ~$14 billion of imports.
 24 September 2018 – The third tranche of tariffs was applied to ~$189 billion worth of imports
from China, at a rate of 10%. The tariff rate was scheduled to increase to 25% on 1 January
2019, but this has been postponed pending the outcome of US-China negotiations. While initial
signs are positive, failure to reach an agreement could still see the tariffs increase to 25% as
early as 1 March 2019.
Evidently, the tariffs implemented in 2018H1 were broad-based, while those imposed in 2018H2
were China-specific, the latter being consistent with President Trump’s concerns regarding the
US’s “massive” trade deficit with China. Moreover, as the year has progressed, the US’s tariff
actions have become increasingly significant, with those applied since July roughly three times as
large as those implemented earlier in the year.

Fig 3 Tariff actions this year were initially broad-based, but
focused on China in H2
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Fig 4 As the year has progressed, tariffs have also become
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With President Trump having continually upped the ante on the tariff front this year, it is perhaps
unsurprising that he has also threatened to impose additional tariffs on auto imports and the
remaining “$267 billion” of goods imports from China (if sufficient progress is not made in trade
negotiations). While the findings of the Section 232 investigation into the former are yet to be
published, recent media reports have suggested that tariffs of 25% could soon be applied to all US
auto imports excluding those from Canada and Mexico (~$180 billion). If either of the threatened
tariffs goes into effect, this would be a substantial escalation on actions implemented to-date.
Fig 5 Imposition of the threatened tariffs on autos and the remainder of goods imports
from China would represent a significant escalation
Maximum US Tariff Revenue*
By country of origin, based on 2017 trade values
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Retaliation to US tariffs
In response to the US’s tariffs on imported aluminium and steel products, most of the affected
trading partners have implemented comparable tariffs on imports from the US (previously detailed
here). For example, China responded on 2 April with tariffs of 15-25% on around $2.5 billion worth
of imports and, since then, the section 232 tariffs have spurred retaliatory tariffs covering more
than $30 billion of US exports (at rates ranging between 5 and 100%).
While these retaliatory measures are by no means immaterial, their importance has since been
surpassed due to the escalation in the US-China trade conflict. Specifically, China has responded
to the US’s other measures as follows:
 6 July 2018 – In response to the first tranche of China-specific tariffs, China implemented tariffs
of 25% on ~$34 billion worth of imports from the US.
 23 August 2018 – In response to the second tranche of China-specific tariffs, China imposed
tariffs covering ~$14 billion of imports from the US, again at a rate of 25%.
 24 September 2018 – In response to the third tranche of tariffs, China implemented tariffs
averaging around 7% on ~$53 billion worth of imports from the US. As the average tariff rate
was initially expected to be around 17%, this will likely be the applied rate should trade
negotiations be unsuccessful and the US proceeds with increasing tariffs on 1 March 2019.
Finally, while no specific responses to the US’s threatened tariffs have been detailed, the major
affected parties, such as China, the EU, and Japan have stated their intention to retaliate in-kind if
these are given the green light. However, given that China imports only $130 billion of goods from
the US annually, compared to over $500 billion in exports, in the case of China, retaliatory
measures would likely take the form of higher tariffs or non-tariff barriers.

Relative scale of tariff actions
As an intuitive (if preliminary) means of gauging the relative scale of the tariffs, we find it useful to
think of the imposition of a tariff as a change in fiscal policy (a tax on imports), with transmission to
output gains or losses similar to that of other tax changes. Indeed, as we have previously
discussed, the maximum direct effect on output should be roughly equal to the amount of revenue
raised, assuming no change in consumption behaviour/trade flows. On this basis:
4 December 2018
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 Implemented and pending tariffs remain relatively small, equivalent to around 0.34% of US
nominal GDP, compared to additional fiscal stimulus in 2018 and 2019 of around 1.0% and
0.55%, respectively.
 Imposition of the threatened tariffs (on both China and autos), while broadly equivalent to the
stimulus in 2018 at 0.9%, would likely outweigh the fiscal stimulus in 2019, suggesting that the
real risk lies in further escalation, consistent with the IMF’s estimates below.
Alternatively, it can be informative to gauge the magnitude of the tariffs in a historical context by
considering how the average tariff rate would move if trade flows were to be unaffected. These
assumptions imply that average tariff rates could increase to 3.2% under the implemented tariffs,
4.4% based on the pending tariffs, and 9.2% if the US proceeds with all threatened tariffs.
While these likely significantly overstate the extent to which import-weighted tariff rates will rise
(given the potential for trade diversion), the latter would represent the highest average tariff rate in
several decades. Moreover, it is worth noting that, based on monthly trade data, average US tariffs
have already increased to around 2.3%, from 1.5% earlier this year.
Fig 6 The tariffs are currently smaller than the fiscal boost,
but not after further escalation

Fig 7 Although low relative to the pre-WWII period, average
US tariffs could become high by recent historical standards
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How damaging could the trade war become? Insights from the IMF
Quantifying the impact of a trade war on economic growth (either at the country or global level),
even permitting more elaborate methods, is notoriously difficult given the paucity of such events in
recent history – as we have previously highlighted, the most prominent trade wars took place in the
1830s and 1930s. As such, the first port of call for most economists is to estimate the effects in a
dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) model framework.
The most comprehensive analysis we have encountered on this front is that conducted by the IMF
and included in the October WEO Report. In the context of the IMF’s global DSGE model, they
estimate the potential effects of a range of tariff actions, incorporating several channels through
which trade tensions could affect global economic activity. In particular, they decompose the
effects of trade actions into five “layers”, the salient details of which we summarise here:1
1.

Includes direct effects of measures implemented and pending by the US, as well as tit-for-tat
retaliation from trading partners (except in the case of the latest round of US-China tariffs,
where China’s retaliation was smaller than like-for-like; see above).

2.

Includes direct effects of the US imposing 25% tariffs on the remainder of goods imports from
China from 2019, and China expanding the coverage of retaliatory tariffs to all imports from
the US and increasing the tariff rate to 25%.

1

4 December 2018

Note that all tariffs are assumed to be permanent, while indirect effects are assumed to be temporary, and
that we have adjusted the IMF’s “third layer” estimates to reflect that Canada and Mexico would likely be
exempt from auto tariffs.
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3.

Includes direct effects of the US imposing 25% tariffs on auto imports from 2019, excluding
those from Canada and Mexico, and equivalent trading-partner retaliation.

4.

Includes indirect effects on business confidence and investment, assuming uncertainty effects
approximately 1/6th as large as those during the GFC. Effects are estimated for the US and
scaled for other countries based on their relative level of trade openness.

5.

Includes indirect effects of tightening financial conditions for corporates, assuming a 15%
tariff-related fall in corporate earnings and a corresponding increase in corporate spreads
(based on historical relationships). Effects are estimated for the US and scaled for other
countries based on relative corporate credit ratings.

In terms of monetary policy actions in light of the macroeconomic impacts, all central banks are
assumed to react according to a Taylor Rule, with the exception of the ECB and BoJ, where
conventional monetary policy is limited by the zero lower bound on nominal interest rates. Finally,
the IMF assumes that intermediate inputs have limited substitutability in the short term, but that
substitutability becomes more comparable to that among final goods in the long term. The key
results for the US, China, and the World are summarised in the figure below.
Fig 8 Consistent with the IMF’s previous work, the direct effects of tariffs implemented todate are relatively small, but further escalation and confidence effects pose risks
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 The direct effects of the implemented and pending tariffs on the US are estimated to be
relatively small, taking less than 0.2% off the level of GDP by the end of 2020. However, should
President Trump follow through on his additional threats or confidence be adversely affected,
these effects become much more significant, taking around 0.75% off the level of US GDP by
2020 and over the longer term (if permanent).
 Consistent with the tariffs being primarily on imports from China, China is the most heavily
affected country by trade actions to-date. The IMF’s estimates suggest that implemented and
scheduled tariffs could take around 0.4% off the level of Chinese GDP by 2020, and that this
would be roughly doubled should the US move ahead with threatened tariffs. Confidence
channels could further amplify these effects in the short term, although over the longer run the
IMF estimates suggest that the effects could wane to around 0.6%.
 Finally, at the global level, the direct reduction in global GDP (out to 2020 and in the long term)
is estimated to be less than 0.3%, even with further tariff escalation. While not insignificant by
any means, this would not be enough to thrust the global economy into recession. However,
based on the IMF estimates, the short term drag on global growth could be much more
significant after incorporating potential confidence effects (~0.75%)
In our view, the magnitude of potential confidence effects is likely to strongly depend on the extent
to which the escalation in tariffs over the latter half of 2018 continues over 2019. In particular,
should there be a ceasefire in the trade war, consistent with recent positive developments, then
confidence effects are likely to be relatively contained. However, if President Trump follows
through on threatened tariffs, or even escalates further, we suspect the effects will be “non-linear”,
with confidence channels likely to materially amplify the hit to global growth.
4 December 2018
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US recession 2020: Not as certain as some think

Ric Deverell
+61 2 8232 4307
ric.deverell@macquarie.com

Over the course of 2018, market commentators have increasingly come to the view that the period
of sustained growth following the GFC is about to come to an end. Indeed, in a recent National
Association of Business Economists survey, two-thirds of respondents noted their expectation for
the next recession to commence by 2020. In support of this thesis, commentators have pointed to
a range of factors that they believe will culminate in an inevitable downturn:

Hayden Skilling, CFA
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hayden.skilling@macquarie.com
David Doyle, CFA
+1 416 848 3663
david.doyle@macquarie.com

 The spread between the US 2-year and 10-year government bond yields is low and will soon
invert (as the Fed tightening cycle continues) and this has a good track record in pre-dating
recessions.

Neil Shankar
+1 416 607 5055
neil.shankar@macquarie.com

 The current expansion is already the second-longest in history, suggesting that it cannot
continue for much longer.
 The large fiscal stimulus that is currently supporting growth is scheduled to abate over 2019,
before turning modestly negative in 2020.
 The trade war between the US and China will escalate further, acting as a significant brake on
global growth.
In this essay, we consider the likelihood of a US recession in 2020, using a range of indicators to
inform our assessment. While anything is possible, in our view a US recession in 2020 is much
less likely than widely believed, with structural factors and leading indicators suggesting that the
current cycle could continue for some time. As such, our central expectation remains for a gradual
moderation in growth over 2019-20, rather than the big bust that many expect (see US outlook).
The long, durable expansion – Recessions don’t die of old age
One of the common arguments made for why a recession could occur in the near term is that one
is overdue and that the current expansion is “long in the tooth”. However, rather than dying of old
age, expansions usually come to an end as a consequence of a combination of imbalances in the
economy and policy error. Moreover, the general trend over time has been one of longer
expansions, suggesting that longer-term historical averages are of diminishing relevance:
 Segmenting expansions into 25 year periods (by their peak dates) reveals that this trend has
broadly been in place for nearly 100 years.
 Another illustration is that the four most recent expansions (including the current one) all rank in
the top six in terms of length of the 34 that have occurred since 1855.
 Finally, the Australian experience could be of particular interest – Up until the 1990s, Australian
business cycles followed a similar pattern to those in the United States, but the Australian
economy is now in its 27th year of expansion.

Fig 9 The typical length of expansions has been steadily
increasing for nearly a century…

Fig 10 …and the four most recent expansions all rank in the
top six in length since 1855
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Structural changes – A more resilient US economy
Beyond this general trend, there are several structural reasons to believe that the current
expansion might continue for longer than anticipated, and that the eventual downturn could be
comparatively modest:
1) Nature of the 2007-9 crisis and subsequent rebound – The depth of the last recession and
mediocre pace of recovery has limited the structural excesses that typically precede a downturn.
Monetary policymakers have also been particularly attentive to trying to avoid the ‘boom’
conditions that typically lead to excessive tightening that has often precipitated a contraction.
Fig 11 The nature of the crisis and subsequent recovery
has limited the structural excesses that precede most
downturns

Fig 12 The rise of the less-volatile services economy should
structurally improve the resilience of the US economy…
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2) Rise of services – A key factor underlying our relative optimism is the continued shift in the US
economy towards services, with the private services share of GDP increasing from around 47% in
1950 to around 70% presently. While the goods sector has experienced a year-on-year fall 14
times since WWII, services have not contracted since 1953. This suggests that a dramatic goods
bust would be required to trigger a severe recession in the US.
Fig 13 …with the services sector having not experienced a
year-on-year fall since 1953
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3) Population aging – This means an increasing share of consumer incomes are unrelated to
employment (coming from social security and private pension plans).
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4) Private sector non-financial credit growth is moderate – In each previous post-WWII expansion
(with the exception of the brief 1980-81 period that ended in a ‘double dip’ recession), there has
been a boom in private sector non-financial credit growth relative to GDP. In contrast, the current
period has seen very modest credit growth that has been in line with nominal GDP.
Yield curve inversion and recession – The many uncertainties
While a structural assessment can provide insight into the plausibility of a recession, an evaluation
of leading indicators can give more context on risks and timing over the next 1-2 years. In this
respect, the US 2s10s yield spread has become the ‘holy grail’ for many market commentators,
attracting more and more attention as the curve flattening that has been underway since 2014 has
continued.
Based on historical experience, it is not surprising that this measure has attracted such a following,
with yield curve inversion occurring in the 24 months preceding each of the past five recessions,
and only one false signal blemishing its record. However, as we discussed in Curve flattening and
recession, as a tool for predicting the timing of the next recession, even this indicator has its
limitations, for example:
 There have been varying lags between yield curve inversion and recession – of the five most
recent recessions, the average gap between the curve inverting and activity contracting has
been around 15 months, with a range of 10 to 19 months.
 The yield curve does not flatten in a linear fashion – at times, the 2s10s spread has fallen close
to zero and subsequently rebounded, taking months (or even years) to eventually invert. While
a continuation of the trend since 2014 would see the yield curve invert in July 2019, we do not
expect this to occur next year.
 Moreover, it is possible that the relationship between activity and the curve will be less direct in
this cycle as long yields in the US are being affected by central bank policy elsewhere, with
accommodative monetary policy suppressing the term premium.
As such, while we see value in using the 2s10s spread as an indicator of market expectations for
the future relative stance of monetary policy, it should be combined with other leading indicators to
provide a more comprehensive gauge of the likelihood of recession.
Fig 15 The yield curve has inverted in the 24 months before
each of the past five recessions, with only one false signal
Bps
300

Fig 16 However, varying lags to recession and the non-linear
evolution of the yield spread pose difficulties for prediction
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Other leading indicators – Recession 2020 is not a sure thing
To this extent, we believe there is value in a range of indicators, particularly those related to the
yield curve, labour market and cyclical momentum. Our ten most-favoured indicators are outlined
below (and discussed in more detail here). These have tended to provide a leading signal 10 to 37
months in advance of a downturn.
Of the ten indicators that we identify, only one has reached a level of concern for us – the 10-year
less 3-month spread. While important to monitor, this can provide a substantial lead time – as it
breached 100 bps 29 months ahead of the recession in 2007-09 and remained near or below 100
bps for several years in both the 1960s and the 1990s.
Only two of the ten leading indicators are “flashing yellow”: 1) the 2s10s spread, which fell
significantly from February, but has now tracked broadly sideways for several months; and ii) the
construction employment share, which has shown initial signs of slowing, with the 6-month change
standing at 0.04ppts in October. The change has also decelerated for four consecutive months, but
this is likely due to labour shortages, rather than a slowing in demand for construction employment.
The remaining seven leading indicators imply no signs of concern at this stage, showing strong
cyclical momentum in the labour market and broader economy. This suggests that, if history is any
guide, we can be reasonably confident that the current expansion still has some way to go. As
such, while we are cognisant of the possible downside risks going forward, we think that
expectations for a US recession in either 2019 or 2020 are premature at the current juncture.
Fig 17 Most recession ‘leading indicators’ suggest that the current expansion has some way to go, with seven of the ten
indicators still green
Variable
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Brexit and all that jazz
Brexit is not likely to cause too many waves in the UK’s relationship with the EU in 2019. It’s what it
does for the country’s domestic politics that investors need to focus on.
That the exit deal is done and dusted may seem a rather reckless claim, but the evidence is
already mounting that by early next year, UK/EU relations will probably be kicked into the long
grass by European politicians. True, it will remain a major issue for a long time to come. But it’s a
chronic pain rather than an acute one, and so is unlikely to flare up into anything that actually
threatens the region’s growth outlook.
We say this because there’s almost zero appetite within Britain’s political establishment for a “nodeal” exit when the time runs out on the Article 50 leaving process on 29 March 2019 and the UK
exits the EU. The vast majority, including many of those who favour a “harder” or “cleaner” Brexit,
want the so-called “transition period”, a period of at least two years in which the UK effectively
remains a member of the EU. And the only way to achieve that is some form of deal.
It is true the Withdrawal Agreement that the UK Government and the EU have spent the last 20
months negotiating, and which was finalised in late November, is not very popular domestically
and is likely to be voted down when the government tries to get the necessary UK parliamentary
approval in the vote scheduled for 11 December. The governing Conservative Party already lacks
a majority, and in addition to the Opposition parties, the government’s parliamentary allies, the
Democratic Unionist Party (DUP) and perhaps as many as a quarter of its own Conservative MPs
are set to oppose it.
Most of the Opposition MPs would prefer a closer relationship (or to remain in the EU), most of the
Conservatives a looser one, and they join the DUP in rejecting the “backstop” which guarantees no
border if all other methods fail by keeping Northern Ireland in the EU’s Single Market and all of the
UK in its Customs Union, with exit only if mutually agreed with the EU.
But while this level of opposition might seem game over, the Withdrawal Agreement still has a
chance of passing eventually, on the grounds that no-one has a better plan, and that runs the risk
of not leaving the EU, or leaving with “no deal”. Enough MPs of all parties might fear one of these
extremes that they support the second-best option, especially if such alternatives are also put to a
vote and soundly defeated. If not everyone can be happy then perhaps the only compromise is to
make sure everyone is unhappy.
Is there any room to improve the deal? Not much. It is unlikely the EU will make major concessions
to the Withdrawal Agreement, which concerns issues to do with leaving such as UK’s financial
liabilities, the rights of citizens of both territories, and the “backstop” for the Irish border. But there
could be some room for movement on the accompanying Political Declaration, a non-binding
statement of future relationship aims that the UK and EU have also agreed.
The UK government negotiated this to be as close a relationship as possible while meeting their
conditions of ending Free Movement, the policy in which EU citizens can work in each other’s
countries, and allowing the UK to make its own trade deals. If those “red lines” were relaxed other
possibilities open up. Recently some Conservative MPs have suggested such a “plan B”, which is
also known as “Norway +” option. In this, the Political Declaration would be amended to see the
UK commit to staying in the EU’s Single Market, like Norway, through the EFTA Agreement and
the Customs Union (i.e. the ‘plus’). It also resolves the border with Ireland; so meaning the
“backstop” would not be invoked, making it seem less threatening. As such it could command
cross-party support: most Opposition MPs would like this and the DUP hard to oppose.
The problem is (putting aside the question of whether the EU, or Norway, would be keen) it would
be very divisive for the Conservative Party. The hardline Brexiters would see is as remaining in the
EU by the back door and it would personally be very difficult for Prime Minister May given curbing
EU immigration was her reddest of red lines. She would surely resign and the party could split,
forcing an election which it would probably lose to Jeremy Corbyn’s left-wing Labour party.
And this is the rub. The UK EU Withdrawal Agreement or something very similar remains the most
likely deal, and a transition period overwhelmingly likely. But that it gains parliamentary approval
smoothly by the votes of the Conservative Party and its DUP allies seems vanishingly unlikely.
One potential route, relying on Opposition votes, risks the DUP pulling out of their agreement,
another, the revised political declaration, would split the party down the middle. An extension to
membership, or even (though we remain sceptical) another referendum, could do even more
damage. The political landscape is likely to look very different in six months’ time, even if the UK’s
relationship with the EU looks much the same.
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Stagflation 2020: Are we understimating US inflation risks?
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Core PCE price inflation could surprise on the upside relative to FOMC forecasts…
Investors remain sceptical about the possibility of inflation pushing higher. Many continue to
expect downside surprises to the FOMC’s 2% target for PCE price inflation. After rising earlier in
the year, inflation break-evens have recently moderated and are well below levels experienced
during the 2002-2007 economic expansion.
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The FOMC’s forecast projections also suggest some degree of inflation complacency. Despite
forecasting unemployment to fall further below its long-run estimate in 2019/2020, the FOMC is
suggesting only a modest rise in core PCE price inflation (to 2.1%) in both end-19 and end-20.
Our outlook is somewhat more aggressive. While core PCE price inflation may moderate nearterm as a result of the sharp decline in oil prices, it could surprise on the upside relative to the
FOMC’s forecasts by end-19 and end-20. Notwithstanding the potential for a near-term
moderation, our baseline is for a gradual increase over the next 18-24 months. We project core
PCE price inflation to gradually rise to 2.2% by end-19 and edge higher still to 2.4% by end-20.
We believe underlying inflation pressures and trends are broadly underappreciated. While monthly
momentum in the core PCE price index has recently moderated, this has been primarily due to
weaker goods inflation. We provide a more complete inflation state of play in US Inflation Outlook:
Gradual firming ahead, but with upside risks.
…and we see risks to our view skewed to the upside
There are several reasons we perceive risks to our baseline view as skewed to the upside on a 1224 month basis.
I) Tariffs could lead to greater than expected price pass through, II) A tight labor market could lead
to stronger wage growth than many anticipate, III) Fiscal policy remains stimulative, IV) While the
recent sharp decline in oil prices should send a near-term disinflationary impulse, a subsequent
rebound could push inflation higher in 2019 or 2020, and V) Dollar strength has helped to reduce
upward momentum in inflation in recent years by suppressing goods inflation, but this may also
change at some point in 2019.
Underpinning our perspective is that core services inflation, which represents 75% of the core PCE
price index exhibits much less volatility and is less influenced by moves in the USD. This has been
steadily rising since 2009. This trend should persist as the labor market continues to tighten and
wage growth pushes higher.
Core goods inflation has been acting as a deflationary offset, but this could lessen in 2019. Tariffs
are likely to lead to some price pass through and the tight labor market should contribute to
stronger price pressures.
Fig 18 Inflation break-evens remain moderate in contrast to
the 2005-7 period
US treasury -10 year breakeven inflation index

Fig 19 We expect core PCE inflation to surprise to the
upside relative to FOMC forecasts
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Upward trend in underlying inflation remains in-tact
After pushing higher from mid-2017 through 1H18, core PCE inflation has turned down slightly to
~1.8%. Momentum has faltered somewhat. It has been 4 months since the YoY figure reached a
new high. Moreover, the three month on three month annualized percentage change has slipped
back to 1.2% after being 100 bps higher, at 2.2% YoY earlier this year.
Despite these developments, underlying inflation remains firm on a YoY basis, with three key
measures remaining at or near expansion highs on a YoY basis.
Fig 20 Core PCE has been stable at 2%, although recent
momentum has faltered
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Fig 21 This is also evident in measures of underlying
inflation
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Core services inflation remains on an upswing and represents ~75% of core PCE
Core services price inflation has been relatively stable. There has been a downturn in the three
month on three month pace in recent months, but overall the multi-year uptrend remains in-tact.
Despite the recent loss of momentum, on a YoY basis, it has been moving gradually higher. It now
stands at 2.6% YoY, up 15 bps from 12 months ago, yet slightly down from its 2018 highs.
Fig 22 Core services inflation has been on a steady upward trend for much of the
expansion
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Goods pricing has been a drag on underlying inflation
Core goods price inflation has underpinned the deceleration in annualized core PCE price inflation
in recent months. The 3 month annualized rate of change in core goods inflation has moved from
a peak of +0.9% in March to -2.1% in October. Detailed subcomponent analysis, suggests that
~50% of the deceleration in core PCE price inflation (3m/3m annualized basis) since April is due to
the clothing and footwear category.
Fig 23 Goods pricing volatility has underpinned the recent
deceleration in inflation momentum…
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There are several upside risks to the inflation outlook
1)

Tariffs lead to greater than expected price pass through. Should trade war activity ratchet up
further there is a risk that pass through impacts create a stronger than expected inflationary
impulse. By our calculations the maximum tariff revenue of tariff’s implemented so far is just
0.34% of core PCE, whereas those threatened equate to an additional 1.13% of PCE.
Tariffs will be absorbed through multiple channels: i) exporters to the US may reduce their
prices somewhat to compensate for the increase, ii) US companies importing goods may
choose to absorb part of the tariff impact by lowering the prices charged, iii) US companies
may pass through the added cost of tariffs to consumers, and iv) trade diversion could occur.

2)

Tight labor market reaches a “pinch point”. To date, improvements in inflation have occurred
gradually as slack has diminished. There is a possibility that the labor market reaches a “pinch
point” that results in a more aggressive move higher in wage growth rather than the smooth
gradual increases that have occurred so far during this expansion.
For more on our outlook on the labor market, please see recent notes i) US wage growth and
interest rates, and ii) US Wage Growth and Employment – Full steam ahead.

3)

Fiscal policy. The CBO projects a deteriorating federal deficit to GDP ratio from 4.0% to 5.5%
in coming years. An elevated and worsening deficit is unprecedented when unemployment is
below 4%. The most similar comparable period is 1966 to 1968, when budget deficits widened
despite low and falling unemployment. This period saw core PCE price inflation accelerate to
~5% after having averaged just 1.3% from 1961 to 1965.
Nonetheless, we are doubtful that inflation would move to this level. FOMC policy is likely to
be more proactive in curbing inflationary pressures, in contrast to the 1960s experience

4 December 2018

4)

Natural gas prices. Price gains in the US natural gas market could feed through and impact
core inflation. The risks are more prominent than in past cycles as the US economy now has
positive leverage to higher energy prices through investment and associated impacts on labor
market tightness and wage growth.

5)

USD weakness. A strong dollar in recent years has helped keep core inflation contained. This
has likely contributed to falling goods prices, which have been a drag on core PCE inflation.
Should the USD turndown as we expect in H2, it would likely mean goods prices contribute
positively to inflation.
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The decline in oil prices may lead to a moderation in inflation momentum in early 2019
Recent WTI crude price levels (~$51/bbl) represent a sharp 30% decline from the monthly average
peak in October 2018. This could lead to a moderation in monthly inflation momentum in coming
months.
Such a softening in monthly momentum may weigh on YoY measures in 1H19 leading to a weaker
than anticipated profile.
For context, if current WTI crude price levels persist into 1Q19, the YoY decline will be
~20%. Should this pass through into gasoline prices, it would represent a direct ~50 bp
drag on headline YoY PCE price index inflation.
Such a softening could also seep into core inflation. Indeed, historically the YoY% change in crude
oil prices has been strongly correlated with the YoY% change in core PCE price inflation.
Notably, however, there are some potential offsetting factors that may limit the disinflationary
impulse from crude on core inflation in coming months.
First, often in the past large crude oil price declines have been accompanied by a strong
USD, which also sends a disinflationary impulse on core inflation. Much of the strength in
the USD in 2018, however, has predated the decline in oil. This has likely already
weighed on core inflation measures in recent months and may moderate the
disinflationary impulse set to come through oil prices relative to past sharp declines.
Second, natural gas prices have risen sharply over the past two months with spot prices
up 40-50% since the end of September. Should these price levels be sustained, the
inflationary impulse could offset some of the disinflationary impulse from crude oil prices.
There will be a temptation to believe that the Federal Reserve may take a step back from its rate
hike cycle given the potential for a loss in inflation momentum in 1H19. We believe the Fed is likely
to see through any oil-related softening in headline and core inflation and continue with its rate hike
cycle, focusing instead on underlying pressures in the labour market. Here, our expectation is that
wage growth measures will continue to show upward momentum, providing the Fed with
confidence to persist with rate hikes.
Fig 25 Core PCE price inflation exhibits a strong relationship with WTI crude oil prices
US core PCE and oil price inflation, YoY % change
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China: All eyes on property again
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In a nutshell, the economic cycle in China is the property cycle. As such, while the key words for
2018 have been “Deleveraging” and “Trade war”, for 2019 it could once again be “Property”, just
as seen in 2012 and 2015.
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Over the past two years, thanks to the shanty town renovation program, the property sector
surprised to the upside, especially on the investment side. While sales growth (in floor space)
slowed to 2% yoy in Jan-Oct 2018 from 8% in 2017, investment and new starts were up 10% and
16% yoy during this period, compared with 7% growth for both in 2017. Looking ahead into 2019,
given the cut on the shanty town renovation program, as well as the frontloading of housing
purchases amid the latest housing up-cycle, the year of 2019 could see housing data softening
across the board. Specifically, we expect sales and new starts to drop around 5% next year, while
investment growth could slow to around 3%.

Less and less helicopter money
The shanty town renovation program has played a pivotal role in driving the current housing upcycle since 2015, especially in lower-tier cities (other than the 27 tier-1/2 cities). The program
boosted sales, lowered inventory and thereby led to higher prices, which in turn strengthened
expectations of more price increases and thereby led to even more sales. This positive feedback
loop is the key behind the housing boom over the past years.
Shanty town renovation is funded by the helicopter money printed by the PBoC called Pledge
Supplementary Lending (PSL). As property inventory has been almost cut in half compared with
the peak three years ago, the voices have become louder and louder in and out of the government
to call for tapering the program. In July-Oct 2018, PSL only rose by RMB126bn, the lowest in the
past three years.
The reduced intensity of the shanty town renovation program is reversing the positive feedback
loop aforementioned. Softening sales have led to higher inventory, resulting in developers cutting
prices, causing buyers to wait longer and thereby weaker sales.

Financial conditions to ease ahead, but no big stimulus before next summer
The good news is that financial conditions, as measured by the average of mortgage rates and the
10-year treasury yield, could ease next year as policy has moved into an easing cycle again. So far
in 2018, policy makers conducted three targeted RRR cuts (in April, June, and Oct) and used MLF
lending to support credit growth. As such, 10-year treasury yield dropped to 3.4% in November
2018 from 3.9% at the end of 2017. We expect it to drop more in 2019.
Moreover, from 1Q19 the government could start cutting the benchmark rate, which is linked to the
mortgage rate. That said, according to the historical experience, while the financial conditions
started easing from 4Q11 and 4Q14, this didn’t prevent 2012 and 2015 from becoming big property
down-cycles.
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New starts to fall in 2019
New starts in 2018 surprised significantly on the upside, driven by lower inventory and strong land
sales in 2017. Due to softening sales, however, inventory started picking up again over the course
of the year and land sales have weakened. Moreover, new starts could weaken due to two
additional headwinds:
Developers facing rising funding pressure: Under the deleveraging campaign, funding pressure
for developers has been rising in 2018. Bank loans to developers dropped 5.2% yoy in Jan-Oct
2018 after rising 17.3% in 2017. So developers now largely rely on sales revenue to undertake
investment. If property sales continue to weaken in 2019, they would have to cut their investment
expenditure.
Frontloading of investment to cut land bank: An interesting phenomenon in the housing market
in 2018 is the divergence between new starts and completions. In Jan-Oct 2018, new starts were
up 16% yoy, while completions were down 13%. One plausible explanation is, in anticipation of
weaker sales ahead, developers are keen to cut their land bank and put projects on presales as
early as possible, then take time to finish these projects. Such behaviour has led to the gap
between new starts and completions, which we also saw in 2010-11. In other words, new starts in
2018 is artificially strong and thereby unsustainable.
Fig 28

Property inventory at various cities
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Fig 29 National home sales vs. 100-city land transaction
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Fig 30 Slowing property sales could weigh on funding for
developers

Fig 31 Divergence between housing new starts and
completion
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Property slowdown to weigh on property-related consumption
Under the property down-cycle, GDP growth could slow to 6.3% yoy in 2019 from 6.6% in 2018.
Consumption growth would slow as well, especially consumption related to the housing market.
That said, lower housing prices and sales could also increase the spending power for mass
consumption.
While the housing market exhibits a strong correlation with consumption, the actual relationship is
more nuanced. At the risk of oversimplification, three relationships are out there.
First, home purchases could create new consumption demand, such as air conditioners, TVs
and furniture. It has also been true for autos in the past, as new housing development tends to be
farther away from the urban centres. Therefore, one might have to buy a car after moving to a new
apartment.
Second, rising housing prices could boost consumption due to the wealth effect. In reality,
such an effect is most evident for conspicuous consumption such as Louis Vuitton or Louis XIII.
Some might view the capital gains from rising home prices as a windfall, so they could be more
likely to spend it in a casino.
Third, high home prices could crowd out mass consumption. Higher home prices force
potential home buyers to save more, so they have to cut their consumption. Meanwhile, household
leverage has gone up meaningfully over the past two years, and this could dampen consumption
as the household sector may want to pay down their debt first.
In sum, consumption would slow in 2019 but hold up better than the rest of the economy. Within
consumption, mass consumption would be much more resilient than property-related consumption
such as autos, Macau gaming and luxury goods (Does the Golden Week still shine? 10 rules of
China's consumption).

No big loosening in property measures by mid-2019
In our view, the property market has passed the tipping point. In coming quarters, we could see the
self-strengthening circle between lower sales and falling prices. That said, we are still 3-4 quarters
away from a big loosening in property measures such as the one in 2Q15. Before that, banks could
lower mortgage rates and increase the availability for mortgage loans, but the government is not
very likely to meaningfully cut down-payment ratios or ease purchase restrictions.
After all, President Xi has tied a considerable amount of his political capital to the success in
achieving “housing is for living, not for speculation.” As home prices are still rising according to the
official data, it’s not very likely for policy to ease so early. Moreover, household debt has increased
steadily over the past few years, rising to 42% of GDP in 2018 from 38% in 2017 and 34% in 2016.
This makes policy makers reluctant to further increase leverage in the household sector.
Fig 32

Auto sales vs. property sales

Fig 33 Macau gaming revenue vs. housing prices
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Over the past year we have seen what we consider to be the beginning of the end of the 38-year
bond bull market, with long-term US rates breaking out of their long-run downward trend. Such a
“normalisation” would bring to an end a most extraordinary period in human and financial history,
with rates having been the lowest in recorded history in recent years.
Many have suggested that a move to “more normal” interest rates would result in a major
correction in asset prices, with some suggesting that yields cannot move much higher – despite
the US 10-year having already climbed 170 basis points from its 2016 low – as falling asset prices
will force them back down. Commentators point to the following in support of this hypothesis:
 Based on traditional valuation models, a higher risk-free rate (and thus discount rate) will reduce
the present value of future cash flows and hence result in lower prices.
 Higher bond yields will result in a rotation out of equities into bonds, pushing up earnings yields
(or equivalently, placing downward pressure on prices).
 Higher interest rates increase debt-servicing costs and thus place downward pressure on
corporate earnings and equity prices.
 Tighter monetary conditions as reflected in higher policy rates and yields will lead to slower real
economic growth, with commensurate effects on earnings and asset prices.
These arguments, however, ignore the context surrounding the increase in bond yields. For
example, tighter monetary conditions constrain growth, but this usually occurs in an environment
favourable for corporate earnings, rendering the relationship between yields and equity prices
theoretically ambiguous. As such, we attempt to shed light on our question by looking at the
historical relationship between equities and yields through several alternative lenses.

Fig 34 Over the past year we have seen what we consider to
be the beginning of the end of the 38-year bond bull market
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Fig 35 Rates have already increased by around 170 bps from
their lows, and we expect a further push upwards
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The Fed model
In its simplest form, the Fed model suggests that the equity earnings yield should be equal to the
10-year government bond yield. Support for the Fed model is typically based on: 1) the ‘competingassets’ argument – market forces should push their yields towards convergence; 2) the ‘discount
rate’ argument – higher bond yields push down equities prices and push up the earnings yield, and
3) the ‘historical relationship’ argument – their co-movement has been “strong” over history.
As we detail here, none of these arguments hold up to close scrutiny. Nevertheless, given it is “the
perceived wisdom” in some quarters, we find it informative to assess what the Fed model implies
for equities given our yield expectations. We therefore produce fitted earnings yields based on a
general form of the Fed model estimated over two periods: 1) 1960-2010 (the period highlighted by
most Fed-model proponents) and 2) 1980-2010 (a period in which the relationship was strong).
We find that the fitted values out to the end of 2019 remain below the current earnings yield,
regardless of the chosen sample period. This suggests that strict adherence to the Fed model
4 December 2018
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would see equities move higher as bond yields pushed up towards 3.75%. However, this ignores
the imprecision in the fitted values and the ever-important developments in earnings.
Fig 36 Fed model proponents typically highlight the 19602010 period as evidence of the model’s validity
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Fig 37 Adherence to the Fed model would be consistent with
further declines in the earnings yield (increases in prices)
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Historical correlation
Given the recent attention that has been devoted to historical stock-bond correlations, the related
stylised facts are now well-known: prior to 1965, the correlation varied, but broadly averaged zero;
between 1965 and 2000, the correlation was usually strongly negative; and since 2000, the
correlation has typically been positive. This suggests that, should the last two decades be any
guide, the equity bull market should remain in-tact even as yields push higher.
However, given the propensity for structural breaks in this relationship, many have begun to point
to shorter-term correlations to suggest that a structural shift is imminent. While this approach may
indeed permit a more timely assessment of the changing relationship, it has also produced false
signals in recent years. Moreover, rather than the short-term correlation deteriorating, it has
actually ticked up recently, after being broadly stable (and slightly positive) since early 2018.
Fig 38 The historical relationship between equities and
bond yields has changed through time
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Fig 39 Even at shorter time horizons, the relationship has
moved around dramatically, and has ticked up recently
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Many have also argued for the presence of “threshold effects” i.e. equities will trend upwards
provided yields remain below some level, but will break down otherwise. Although psychological
levels could be important, we do not see compelling evidence of threshold effects historically.
Perhaps more relevant is the rate at which yields are rising. Indeed, in recent times there has been
an inverse relationship between the equity-bond correlation and changes in yields, suggesting that
equities could decline if yields increase too rapidly.
4 December 2018
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A long-term perspective – previous instances of very low yields
While interest rates have been very low in recent years, this is not the first time that the US has
seen a prolonged period of unusually low rates, with the previous episodes unsurprisingly also
associated with a significant economic collapse – specifically the Depression of the 1890s and the
Great Depression (and WWII).
Fig 40 This is the third time a major recession has seen a prolonged period of low yields
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Evidently, these episodes spanned long periods of time, encompassing several economic
downturns. Both periods suggest that the major factor impacting equity prices was the economic
cycle, with prices moving higher alongside increasing yields until the economy entered recession.
This suggests that the main catalyst for an equities downturn, even in a rising interest rate
environment, remains an economic and earnings downturn.
Fig 41 The post-1890s depression period saw significant
volatility in equity prices as yields trended higher
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While instructive as to how equities could behave as yields move up from very low levels, these
comparisons should be interpreted with caution as they are based on only two observations.
Moreover, valuations on a price-earnings multiple basis differ in each case from current levels. To
the extent that this affects the response of equities to an increase in yields, then the present
situation is likely to be different again, with current valuations above long-run averages.

A short-term perspective – more recent yield upswings

4 December 2018

Finally, we look at periods following the 1981 yield peak in which yields reached a new trough and
then trended upwards for at least six months. This produces seven episodes relevant to the current
cycle. To distil the key information from these diverse cycles and shed light on the relationship
between equity prices and bond yields, we standardise each episode as follows:
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 Break the change in yield into percentiles, where each percentile is based on the trough-to-peak
increase in yield.
 Take the first instance of yields crossing through selected percentiles (namely 0, 10, 25, 50, 75,
90, and 100) and extract the level of equity prices (S&P 500) at this point in time.
 Decompose the change in equity prices over the upswing by comparing the relative level of
equities as yields move between the yield percentiles above (i.e. 0-10%, 10-25% etc.).
Fig 43 Seven recent episodes are broadly comparable to
the current cycle, although they are highly diverse
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Fig 44 As a summary device, we look at how equities have
moved as yields progressed through various thresholds
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The results of this exercise are summarised the figure below. While there are many key
takeaways, we believe the following are most important:
 From the trough in yields to the subsequent peak, equities have increased on five out of seven
occasions, with the increase varying between 12 and 51%.
 Equity increases have not been contained to a particular part of the cycle – on average, equities
increased as yields progressed through each of the yield ranges.
 While the results are predominantly driven by the four cycles prior to the current one, much of
the increase in equities comes towards the last quarter of the yield cycle.
Evidently, the overwhelming majority of historical evidence suggests that equities should push
higher over the remainder of the yield upswing. This is consistent with our expectation for the
increase in yields to be accompanied by robust nominal GDP growth, helping to push both
corporate earnings and equity prices higher (as opposed to the sharp downturn that many fear).
Fig 45 Equities have risen during yield upswings, particularly near the end of the cycle
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The end of global QE: Keep calm and carry on
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Since monetary policy normalisation became a real prospect in advanced economies, there has
been much debate about its likely effects on asset prices. A common conviction was that markets
had been artificially supported by aggressive central bank asset purchases, and that valuations
would drop as the rate of balance sheet expansion slowed – a topic we discussed earlier this year
in Does peak QE signal peak asset prices?.
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As it turns out, while global equity markets have been buffeted by a range of factors in 2018, the
slowing in central bank balance sheet expansion appears to have been less important than many
had feared, with political uncertainty and the US-China trade war taking centre stage. However,
with slowing balance sheet expansion having now turned into stabilisation (or even outright
contraction on some measures), concern has re-emerged that this could trigger a slide in asset
prices. In this section, we update our views on the expected path of major central bank balance
sheets and the implications for asset prices.
Our estimates suggest that over the next year or two, the extent of balance sheet reduction by the
G4 central banks will be relatively small, with a continued contraction in the Fed’s balance sheet
largely offset by ongoing BoJ expansion. Contrary to the fears of some, this in and of itself should
not lead to a sharp fall in asset prices, as the relationship with central bank assets (both in terms of
levels and net purchases) is much weaker than often claimed.2 This is consistent with our view that
the withdrawal of extraordinary monetary policy accommodation will only occur against a relatively
robust economic backdrop, which itself should be supportive of risk asset prices, despite the
concomitant rise in bond yields. The flip side of this, of course, is the likelihood that if growth were
to slow, the tightening would be reversed.

Central bank balance sheets
The Fed
As discussed in the US outlook below, US GDP growth is expected to remain robust over 2019,
with underlying wages growth and inflation continuing to pick up, leading to a continuation of the
Fed’s monetary policy normalisation. As such, we expect:
 The Fed to increase the fed funds rate by 25bps in December and then 3-4 more times over the
course of 2019.
 The current pace of balance sheet normalisation to continue, with holdings of Treasury
securities and agency debt/mortgage-backed securities running off at a maximum monthly rate
of US$30bn and US$20bn, respectively.
 This to see the Fed’s balance sheet shrink at an average rate of around US$40bn per month
through until end-2020.
Fig 46 The recent pace of Fed balance sheet contraction is
expected to continue through until at least the end of 2020
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Fig 47 On average, this should see the Fed’s balance sheet
shrink by around US$40bn per month
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For consistency across countries, “net purchases” here refers to the change in total central bank assets, as
opposed to net additions under specific asset purchase programmes.
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The ECB
While our growth outlook for the Eurozone has been revised downward on the back of weakerthan-expected growth in 2018, wages and consumer price inflation are showing signs of life. As
such, our outlook for ECB policy has not changed significantly, and we continue to expect:
 The ECB to end its asset purchase programme in December, consistent with its publicly stated
plan, but for the size of the balance sheet to then remain stable through 2020.
 Progress on the inflation front to be gradual, with a rate hike unlikely to be on the cards until
early 2020.
Fig 48 The ECB’s balance sheet has more than doubled
since 2015, but the pace of expansion has slowed recently
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Fig 49 We expect the ECB’s asset purchases to end this year,
but do not expect a balance sheet rundown any time soon
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The BoJ
While we are now seeing some signs of a pick-up in wage inflation in Japan, which we expect to
spill over to broader inflation, it is likely to be some time before underlying inflation sustainably
approaches the BoJ’s 2% target. As such, we expect:
 The BOJ will continue to target a low 10-year yield, however it could continue to gradually widen
its trading band (which is currently zero ± 20bps).
 The pace of net asset purchases, which has been running at around JPY30 trillion per year
since the beginning of 2017, to continue at around current rates. However, with global yields
rising, it is possible that the BoJ may need to step up asset purchases to retain credibility.
Fig 50 The pace of BoJ balance sheet expansion has
slowed since 2016…
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Fig 51 …with the recent pace of expansion expected to
continue through to 2020
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The G4 central banks’ balance sheet
At an aggregate level, the evolution of the G4 central banks’ balance sheet depends to some
extent on the method of aggregation used:
 Based on monthly market exchange rates, the pace of balance sheet expansion peaked in the
first half of 2016, while the size of the balance sheet peaked in early 2018. The latter was due to
Fed balance sheet run-down, a decline in ECB purchases, and exchange rate effects.
 Based on PPP exchange rates, the pace of balance sheet expansion peaked in early 2017, but
remains modestly in positive territory (at around US$10 billion per month), with net purchases
from the ECB and BoJ marginally exceeding the Fed’s reduction.
 Regardless of aggregation method, the balance sheet of the G4 central banks is expected to
have peaked by the end of 2018, and is likely to contract at an approximate rate of US$10
billion per month through 2019-20.
Fig 52 The evolution of the G4 central banks’ balance sheet
depends to some extent on the method of aggregation
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What does peak QE mean for asset prices?
As discussed in our previous note, the relationship between QE and asset prices has been widely
debated, with no clear consensus having emerged as to whether it is the stock of central bank
assets or the flow of net purchases that is most relevant for risk assets. What is clear, however, is
that the relationship is much weaker than often claimed:
Fig 54 Based on market exchange rates, the stock of central
bank assets is not strongly correlated with equities
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Fig 55 And this relationship is even weaker when central
bank assets are weighted by PPP exchange rates
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 Based on market exchange rates, the stock of central bank assets is not strongly correlated with
equity prices, and the relationship appears to be even weaker when central bank assets are
weighted by PPP exchange rates.
 A similar narrative applies to the relationship between the flow of central bank net purchases
and equity prices. Indeed, the distinction between stocks and flows appears less important than
the exchange rate used to aggregate central bank balance sheets.
Fig 56 The relationship between central bank balance sheets (both in terms of levels and
net purchases) and equities is much weaker than is often claimed
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While we are in uncharted territory and remain cognisant of the unknown consequences of QE
unwind, in our view the weakness in this historical relationship is for good reason. In particular, we
think the primary channel through which QE affects the economy and financial markets is via
yields, with an expansion in the balance sheet placing downward pressure on the term premium.
As this would typically occur against a relatively weak economic backdrop, the overall direction of
risk asset prices is theoretically ambiguous (see the previous essay for further discussion).
In this respect, we expect the very gradual run-off in central bank balance sheets to coincide with
an increase in the term premium and long-term yields globally. While this will place downward
pressure on bond prices, we would expect the underlying backdrop to remain supportive of risk
assets. As such, and despite recent wobbles, our outlook remains for equity prices to continue to
gradually push higher over 2019, in contrast to fears that the end of QE will spell the end of the
equity bull market.
Fig 57 The primary channel through which QE propagates
is through the term premium and yields
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Fig 58 The very slow run-off in central bank balance sheets
will coincide with a gradual rise in yields globally
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Higher US rates and EM: How many countries are swimming naked?
EM investors have feared higher US interest rates, with good reason
Ever since the Latin America debt crisis of the early 1980s, traders have worried about the
effect of higher US interest rates on the value of EM assets. Indeed, other EM crises since
then (e.g., 1998-2001) also came with higher US rates. And while higher US rates might not have
caused these crises were it not for the presence of misaligned FX rates, low reserve coverage, bad
public administration, and especially high (external) debt levels in the EMs, with these adverse
conditions in place, policy tightening was seen to contribute to those crises. There are at least five
theoretical channels by which higher US interest rates can adversely affect EM asset prices.
 First, higher US rates make external borrowings harder to service and refinance.
 Second, higher interest rates could cause capital flows intended for real investments (i.e., FDI)
to reverse and head back to the US and Europe. This would hurt EM currencies, but also make
debt servicing more difficult as a shortage of USD funding onshore results from lower FDI.
 Third, higher US rates may spur USD strength, and that could make it more difficult for some
EM entities to honor their USD debts out of local currency receipts, even if local liquidity is
ample.
 Fourth, many EMs are reliant on high commodity prices to support their terms-of-trade and
national incomes. A rising USD, by hurting the USD price of commodities, would also hurt
buying power, terms-of-trade and local sentiment, especially if local employment depends on
the health of key commodity sectors.
 Fifth, with many EM central banks now engaged in inflation targeting, weak local currencies
could prompt higher local interest rates if it causes pass-through inflation. This could weaken
local EM economies, equity prices, and debt serviceability even in local currency.
Of course, in theory, economies with stronger country-risk metrics should better withstand these
effects than economies with weaker county-risk metrics. Conversely, if the EMs as a whole have
improved their metrics, the asset class itself should be “safer”.
We note that for some metrics, the EMs as a whole have seen improvement since the
global financial crisis of 2008-09. However, for other metrics, the trend has been toward more
financial fragility.
 EMs as a whole do not look as good as they used to on current account measures; the
aggregate CA surplus seen in 2006-07 has shrunk to zero since the crisis of 2008-09, largely as
China’s surplus faded. But some large EMs, e.g., Brazil and Russia, run surpluses.
 The overall mix of external funding for the EMs looks sturdier, having shifted toward FDI
and away from “hot money” over the past several years. Even ex-China, EMs now gather
each year roughly USD 100bn in FDI in excess of their aggregate CA deficits, putting the “basic
balance” for all EMs well into surplus.
 Yet on levels of debt, the EMs as a whole look worse than they used to, or more fragile,
as debt loads have generally increased for the non-financial corporations in the EMs. The
IMF reports that countries where external debt is too high relative to exports now account for
40% of aggregate GDP of the EMs (excl. China).
 Finally, on the matter of reserve adequacy, EMs have generally worsened over the past
four years if we compare their reserves with the country-specific adequacy measures
produced by the IMF. In 2015, the 17 major EMs had an average ratio of reserves to the IMF’s
ARA Metric of more than 1.5x. For 2018, that ratio has fallen to just above 1.3x.
It is largely because several key aggregate metrics have worsened that the IMF concluded in its
October 2018 that, looking ahead, EMs would “face headwinds from the monetary policy
normalization in advanced economies”. The IMF noted that these risks will “weigh on capital
flows and will exert greater pressures on economies with higher vulnerabilities and weaker
buffers.” Using an analysis that revisits past episodes, the IMF said that deterioration in external
factors – specifically, the Fed’s policy rate hiking cycle – could lead to a USD 50bn reduction of
inflows (to EMs) in 2018, which will ease only modestly to an additional USD 40bn in 2019.
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Fig 59 The IMF estimated that a deterioration in external factors could drain USD 90bn
from the emerging markets

Source: IMF, Macquarie Macro Strategy.

So, who, among the EMs, might be swimming naked in 2019?
Indeed, 2018 saw two emerging markets with relatively poor country-risk fundamentals – Argentina
and Turkey – suffer the most as that capital flight began to take hold in the late summer of 2018. In
Turkey, political changes played a big role too. Turkey was subject to an election, a change in
cabinet officials, the prospect of sanctions from the US, and significant diplomatic issues. In
Argentina, a bad drought contributed to the problems. But traders quickly noticed that these two
markets had among the worst external metrics (i.e., high external debts and CA deficits).
Should we see a sharp rise in 10-year US yields (and if we were to exclude Turkey and
Argentina, which are likely undergoing important adjustments currently), we would single
out Mexico, Colombia, South Africa, Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, and India as potential
flashpoints. China, Brazil, Russia, Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia, are less exposed, although a
slowdown in China could spark crises elsewhere.
Fig 60 Argentina, Turkey, Chile, Colombia, and Mexico and
Indonesia had largest FX Debt

Fig 61 Saudi Arabia and Argentina saw the largest take-up
of FX debt in 2017-2018

Source: Bank for International Settlements, Macquarie Macro Strategy

Source: Bank for International Settlements, Macquarie Macro Strategy
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Like Argentina and Turkey, which had large external debts, countries that are similarly exposed
don’t come as a surprise, since situations of high external debt were well-publicized in 2018. We
note here that Colombia and Mexico also have high levels of external debts as a share of
GDP. In Chile, FX debts remain high, but are attached to the (safer) large utilities, and Chile has
strong sovereign metrics, but its terms of trade are always exposed.
Moreover, as some researchers have pointed out, the most vulnerable economies in periods of
dislocations in global cross-border funding are the countries that have experienced the biggest
changes in financing inflows from abroad during periods of loose financing terms. Argentina had
seen the biggest boom in external financing inflows in 2017 (largely on the back of its
sovereign financings). From that perspective, it is also not too surprising that it suffered
most in 2018. Other countries that saw large inflows of cross-border financing in 2017 and early
2018 include Turkey, Saudi Arabia and Chile. So one can make a case that these remain
vulnerable still. In Asia, foreigners’ participation in Asian bond markets is much higher these days,
which increases the risk of capital flight as UST yields rise. But the switch away from USD-based
issuance over the past decade has reduced default risk at the sovereign level, removing a key
ingredient for a crisis. So Indonesia, India, and Malaysia have relatively less external debt in
their non-bank sectors, imparting some “safety”.
To be sure, however, some of these countries are also well-protected by reserve adequacy.
That is, if we use the IMF’s measure of reserve adequacy as a counterpoint to external debt, we
find that only South Africa, Turkey, Chile, and Argentina fall in the “danger zone”. Of these, only
Chile and South Africa have not yet suffered a mini crisis. Conversely, Russia and India are
“safer”, owing to either small external debt loads or adequate reserves. In Asia, Indonesia is
less safe. And notably, despite Korea’s large international reserve position, the IMF does not rate it
highly in terms of reserve adequacy. This is likely because of Korea’s deep integration in the global
economy (which warrants higher reserve coverage), and its large import bill (especially in energy).
Fig 62 An IMF scatter plot of reserve adequacy against a measure of external debt to
exports reveals ‘danger zones’ and ‘safe zones’

Source: IMF, Macquarie Macro Strategy.

We note that Turkey, South Africa, Argentina, Indonesia, and Colombia have recently had
the highest current account deficits to finance, between 3.5% and 6% of GDP. But the
adjustments suffered by Argentina and Turkey in summer 2018 have been associated with sharp
and ongoing contractions in their current account deficits. Turkey, for example, has edged back
toward a trade surplus, and Argentina seems set to see a large current account contraction too as
affordability of imports declines and personal savings rates rise. This leaves Colombia and South
Africa as most exposed, and without evidence of an organic adjustment derived through
higher national saving rates, yet.
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Fig 63 Turkey, Argentina, Indonesia, and Colombia have recently had the highest current
account deficits to finance, between 3.5% and 6% of GDP

Source: IMF, Macquarie Macro Strategy.

In the case of South Africa, the problem is likely a “twin deficits” problem, where the
imperative to save more (and “self-finance”) is impeded by a large fiscal deficit at the
federal government. The rating agencies have taken notice, of course. S&P said that the
ratings remain constrained by weak economic growth, the large fiscal debt burden, and sizable
contingent public liabilities. SA was already downgraded three times since 2012, so S&P may wish
to give SA some breathing room.
In Asia, current account watchers and rating agencies used to keep a much closer eye on
India and Indonesia, because these countries used to have larger current account deficits.
But this vulnerability has declined somewhat since then. India’s current account deficit has shrunk
to less than 2.5% of GDP (from 4.8% in 2013). Indonesia’s has dropped to less than 3.0% (from
4.0%). However, the deficits that remain in India and Indonesia are structural in nature (like
Turkey’s), and not easy to close through relative price adjustments alone. Substitutes will be hard
to find for foreign oil in India, and there are good reasons why policymakers have shied away from
re-imposing gold import restrictions there. In Indonesia, coupon payments made to many foreign
bondholders are a source of ongoing outflows in the external accounts. The same goes for
Indonesia’s dependence on foreign-owned maritime freight transport.
Of course, central banks can sometimes temporarily stem outflows of foreign capital through the
use of their reserves or through their interest-rate setting policies, which can be used to influence
short-term capital flows. In this regard, central banks that can or are willing to intervene or to
raise interest rates can temporarily subdue the urge of capital the urge to exit, until other
adjustments are made.
Usually, central banks facing high growth or low domestic debt ratios are in the best
position to take such steps to tighten domestic liquidity. However, all central banks must also
take care to not allow their interest rates to fall too far, either, as this could trigger capital flight.
Indeed, the urge to hedge increases following sudden and sharp FX declines, and this potentially
amplifies any weakness that develops. We note that even in periods of stable financial markets,
bondholders may get paid to hedge away their FX risk, which in turn hurts the exchange rate.
Thus, with real interest rate differentials (vs. the US) low in South Africa, Korea, Turkey, and
Chile, those markets remain susceptible to flight. Russia, on the other hand, has displayed a
willingness to allow real interest rate differentials to rise since the “taper tantrum” of 2013. Mexico
has too, although further hikes may be warranted by the stresses on the MXN put in place by the
new administration’s policies, rather than by higher interest rates abroad.
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Regarding the ability of central banks to temporarily mitigate the impact of a financing crisis on FX,
we think that Brazil and Korea (with its high absolute level of reserves) are well-positioned. But if
compelled to use interest rates, Mexico, Colombia, and India are also well-positioned
because of low core debt in the economy, and because growth is “sufficiently” high in each.
India, however, faces an election in 2019, and there will be pressure on the RBI to avoid any policy
tightening, perhaps. In China, Korea, Chile, Turkey, and Malaysia, core debt ratios are high,
however, possibly limiting the wish to use higher policy interest rates to stem FX depreciation. And
in SA, core debt is relatively low, but given the recessionary environment, we believe the SARB is
unlikely to hike the policy rate further aggressively (from 6.75), under most circumstances, ahead
of the spring 2019 election.
And finally, a note on the role of EM politics in 2019. Were US interest rates to stay low
throughout 2019, investors might be willing to ignore the risks emanating from elections, but if
interest rates rise, political risk becomes relevant, just as country-risk metrics might take on more
relevance. The evidence from the recent elections in Brazil and Mexico is that the currencies
depreciate sharply in the period before an election when there is a populist threat to the status quo.
Those depreciations also took place during a period of rising US yields.
Fig 64 Russia, Mexico, Argentina, and India have been
willing to tighten policy in the face of outflows

Fig 65 Mexico, Argentina, and Mexico may not resist raising
rates if needed

Source: Bank for International Settlements, Macquarie Macro Strategy

Source: Bank for International Settlements, Macquarie Macro Strategy

From our vantage point, two markets come to mind when political risk is considered in 2019
– South Africa and India. In India, the BJP-led coalition could face the problem of anti-incumbency
sentiment, and finding it tough for it to maintain its level of representation in the Lower House. Should
the BJP coalition win again, PM Nahendra Modi will be re-elected, although it would be with a smaller
majority in the parliament. This itself could unnerve investors. But if the regional parties are able to
club together to form a viable coalition, India could face the prospect of having a relatively nationallyunknown person in the premiership, and a relatively inexperienced cabinet. The chances of this
remain low compared to the still-negative prospect that Modi simply sees his majority narrow.
In SA, the threat in the 2019 election comes from the populist-radical EFF (Economic
Freedom Fighters), which may try to win as much as 15% of the seats in the National
Assembly, thereby severely weakening the majority of the ANC. To “out-populist” the EFF, the
ANC is adopting radical slogans and policies too, which will frighten investors. SA’s greatest
medium-term risk is the prospect that the domination of the ANC in domestic politics comes to an
end in 2019, with the rise of populist forces in the national Assembly election. The balance of pro
and con arguments for various countries above, lead us to believe that within EMs, a trade
we like is to go long RUB and short ZAR for the duration of 2019, or until relative gains drive
profitability in the trade.
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India's Digital Leap

The Future of Retail in India –
Playing the Infinite Game
We think a hybrid retail model, one that combines the digital power of
eCommerce with physical retail's infrastructure and service capabilities, is a winwin arrangement. Success online in grocery – 62% of India's retail revenue pool
– will determine the winners. Battle lines are being redrawn.
Retail is becoming an infinite game... Author Simon Sinek contextualizes finite games as having known players, fixed rules, and an

Industry View

India Consumer - In-Line

agreed objective. Infinite games, however, have no fixed rules and the
objective is to perpetuate the game. To put it simply, finite players are
playing to win, but infinite players are playing to stay in the game.

evolving technology and better absorption of fixed costs.

Competitors drop out of the infinite game when they lose the will or

It is also "advantage, eCommerce" with companies able to offer

resources to play. Amazon at a global level has been playing the infi-

express delivery with hyperlocal merchandising and markedly lower

nite game. Competitors are being forced to adapt and pivot long-

prices than the customers' neighborhood store. Under a successful

standing business models.

hybrid model, India’s online grocery penetration may move to ~6%

...and grocery retailing is the next large opportunity: In India, grocery constitutes 62% of the retail revenue pool (US$365bn market)
– but store-based retailers have captured only <3% of this opportunity and online penetration is a mere 0.3%. We believe this is likely
to change – Amazon and Walmart/Flipkart have made significant

(as is the case in China and South Korea), which is a US$30bn opportunity, in our view. To put it in context, this is 1.7x the current cumulative eCommerce revenue pool in India. Net, we believe that grocery
in India may bypass the E-highway and enter straight into the
Omni-runway.

investments in India with initial evidence of divergent business

...with Future Retail well placed to capitalize on this opportu-

strategy for grocery. In our view, online retail in the electronics and

nity: Our AlphaWise retail store overlap analysis suggests strong

apparel categories in India may follow the global playbook of growth

store distribution for Future Retail spanning 138 cities across India.

and penetration – but the evolution of online grocery is likely be dif-

Other large physical retailers with comparable formats have a mark-

ferent. Players will need to adapt to entrenched local consumer

edly lower store footprint with coverage that spans only ~50% of

habits.

Future Retail's locations.

We argue that a hybrid retail model may work best in India... Free

Hybrid models will accelerate the disruption of large consumer

home delivery is likely to become table stakes in grocery retail even

brands in India: Hybrid retail, armed with greater knowledge of

as advertisement expenses for brand building remain high. In addi-

shoppers based on ordering patterns, has the ability to recommend

tion, grocery margins and consumer shopping basket size are rela-

brands for substitution in the shopper basket. The next leg of disrup-

tively low in India. Against this, the only way to sustain viability would

tion will be led by smaller and more-agile companies nibbling at

be with a hybrid retail model – customer orders generated online and

market share of incumbents, launching innovative products and

fulfilled from nearby stores would be a win-win arrangement. It is

focusing on consumer acquisition closer to the point of sale. This may

"advantage, brick and mortar" – higher sales throughput with argu-

have longer-term implications for earnings growth and stock valua-

ably lower cannibalization of in-store sales as well as access to fast-

tions for consumer staples companies in India.

M
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Exhibit 1:
The future of retail in India
Store based retail with omnichannel capabilities

Pure play e-Commerce
Size (F2018)

$18bn

$84bn
Grocery contributes
13% to the store
based retail market

Online grocery (F2018)
Market size - $1bn
Penetration - 0.3%

$200bn in F2027

$177bn in F2023
Opportunity
• Penetration of store-based retail is low at
only 14%
• Existing store infrastructure can be
leveraged for scale, reach and customer
experience
• Instore membership models
• Hyperlocal assortment
• Established grocery retail model
• Platform to cross sell high margin
products

• Ability to offer niche products especially
non-perishable products
• Wider assortment
• High consumer convenience
• Low penetration
• Tailwinds from urbanization and
digitization
• Avenues for generating advertising
income

Online grocery (F2023)
$12-15bn opportunity if
penetration rises to 3%

Grocery retail will be a >$0.5tn opportunity by F2023
e-Commerce and modern trade
retailers currently offer 17-19%
price discount vs General Trade
Current store level operating
margins are ~5% (MSe)
Additional online fulfillment model
can erode margins by 70-280bps

Constraints
•
•
•
•

High investment in stores/technology
Competition from traditional retailers
Omni-channel capabilities are still nascent
Likely dilution of operating margins due
to omni-channel offerings
• Risk of sales cannibalization from online
sales

•
•
•
•
•

Limited customer base
Ticket sizes are low
High cost of last-mile delivery
High competition in India
High rate of returns especially for
apparel
• Customer acquisition and retention is
challenging

We estimate delivery
and customer
fulfillment costs to be
12% of sales in India
Advertisement costs in
India are >5% of sales
vs 1% for Ocado

Addresses shortcomings of the brick and mortar
and eCommerce models

Hybrid Model
Omni-channel Runway
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$30bn opportunity if
penetration rises to 6%
with a hybrid-model

Potential for 20 to 40% increase in profitability
Can offer a 'Stack model' - bundle of consumer services
Price competitive vs traditional retailers
Improved throughput for offline retailers
Successful grocery retail model and increased online penetration
Frictionless apparel retail
Increased customer reach

Source: Morgan Stanley Research

Exhibit 2:
Large companies focused on grocery retailing in India

Source: Company Data Economic times, Your Story, Business Standard, Fortune India, Live Mint, Forbes, Morgan Stanley Research
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Executive Summary: The Stage Is Set for Robust
Growth in Modern Format Retail in India
ator size, etc.) that will define the evolution of retail channels in
Various forces have kept the contribution of chained brick

India.

& mortar in India low overall, Yet we think price,
convenience, assortment, and infrastructure should

We believe it's only a matter of time before modern format retail

catalyze a rapid shift to modern format retail. We believe

penetration accelerates meaningfully in India: The millennial gen-

it's only a matter of time.

eration (defined here as aged 18-35) is a uniquely powerful force in
India. An Internet-savvy and increasingly wealthy population of more
than 400 million may alter time-tested go-to-market strategies. In

Why now?

our view, this generation is likely more homogeneous than older
demographics, given the powerful leveling influence of the Internet
that fuses global cultural and lifestyle trends – a phenomenon that

Growth trends for modern format brick and mortar retail have

is well suited for modern format retail, in our view.

failed to live up to the market's growth expectations over the
past decade... Blame the high cost of real estate, weak infrastructure, a poor economic model for grocery retail – or indeed India's
ubiquitous, entrepreneurial, and efficient mom and pop retail

Why the hybrid model may work best in
India

channel – but the fact is that the contribution of store based retail in
overall retail in India is a mere ~14%.
The evolution of a hybrid model can address the
"This time may be different" is a cliché but may well be true:

shortcomings of both brick and mortar and eCommerce.

There are four key factors that will catalyze a rapid shift to modern

It's a win-win arrangement, and the potential for online

format (brick & mortar as well as eCommerce) retail from here in

penetration is considerable. There is already evidence of

India.

this trend emerging.

l Price: Simple online price checks show that modern format prices

are 17%-19% cheaper than those of traditional retailers, which
tend to sell close to the listed retail price that is marked on each

Success in online grocery retail will separate the winners from

product in India.

the pack... We expect a 30% CAGR in eCommerce sales through

l Convenience: In addition to lower prices, modern format retailers

F2027 (C2026), reaching ~US$200bn of GMV (vs. ~US $18bn in

are rapidly expanding online fulfillment options with free home

F2018), translating into 12% online penetration within retail sales.

delivery, convenient payment options, and free returns.

Now even as online penetration is >18% in electronics and >10% in

l Assortment: As consumer aspirations rise, consumer preferences

are shifting toward an assortment of products based on such considerations as specific traits, global brands/categories, health and
wellness, and natural ingredients. Even as grocery stores have
data on consumer shopping pattern, this is based on in-store
assortment – the key is to ascertain what to stock based on
emerging consumer preferences.

apparel & footwear, it is a mere 0.3% in grocery, by our estimates.
With grocery constituting 62% of the retail revenue pool in India, it
is clearly the most important category to unlock the growth potential of eCommerce and a must capture category to perpetuate the
business.
...which we believe will be via a transition to a hybrid retail model

l Infrastructure: This includes both infrastructure for digital

in India: The unique aspect of eCommerce retail in India is the com-

empowerment of consumers as well as the shortcomings in phys-

petitive intensity, which is arguably the highest when compared to

ical infrastructure (car ownership, road traffic, parking, refriger-

any other large market in the world.
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l In China, Alibaba has introduced Hema stores, offering 30-minute

delivery within a three-kilometer radius. Each store serves as its
own fulfillment center with employees picking and packing the

In this report, we highlight potential shortcomings of pure-play
models in India:

online orders.
l In the US, by acquiring Whole Foods, Amazon has bought the infra-

structure to allow it to capitalize on last-mile delivery. Paired with
l Brick and mortar players that dabble with omni-channel retail risk

diluting their wafer-thin operating margins.
l Pure-play eCommerce companies suffer from the inertia of a

small online shopping population (100-150mn online shoppers in

Amazon's eCommerce presence and capabilities, the Whole
Foods offering has become far more convenient for its customers.
In addition, Prime Now integration allows them to reach ~17% of
the U.S. population with free two-hour delivery.

India today vs. ~350mn shoppers in modern retail formats).
Conventional grocers caught in the crosshairs of this disruption are
These shortcomings, especially for grocery, can potentially be

fighting back and investing in price, automation (tie-ups with online

addressed by the evolution of a hybrid retail model – one that

grocery companies), customer fulfillment (tie-up with delivery com-

involves physical retailers and eCommerce companies working

panies), and data analytics.

together to combine the digital power of eCommerce with the infrastructure and service capabilities of physical retail.

Retail in India is evolving rapidly...

A hybrid model is a win-win arrangement...
l "Advantage, brick and mortar" – thanks to higher sales throughput

with arguably lower cannibalization of in-store sales.
l "Advantage, eCommerce companies" – incumbents can offer

Most businesses in India are 10-20 years behind on the
evolutionary curve, even when compared to other
emerging markets. Unlike them, however, eCommerce

express delivery to a larger customer base for a wider assortment

and online grocery in particular are evolving at a fast pace

with markedly lower price than the neighborhood store.

and with greater business complexity.

Let's assume penetration rates in India were to rise to ~2-3% of the
>US$0.5tn grocery market in India by F2023, similar to levels in some

Urbanization and digitization of consumers are catalysts of this

of the developed markets (such as the US, Australia, and France). If

channel shift: Our discussion with retailers in India suggest that

so, the potential for online grocery market in India could be approxi-

companies are either in the design stage or are piloting initiatives that

mately US$12-15bn.

allow their customers to accomplish many things:

However, under a successful hybrid model, we believe the potential

l Build a shopping list on a mobile phone app by scanning daily

for online penetration could be even higher (as is the case in China
and South Korea). Assuming India’s online grocery penetration
moves to ~6%, this could represent an opportunity of US$30bn.

essentials that need to be replenished;
l Use chatbots/voice for ordering with information on use, nutri-

tion, etc,
l Get home delivery of orders within two hours;

To put this in context, this is 1.7x the current cumulative eCommerce

l Use one-touch payment with a digital wallet;

revenue pool in India.

l Scan and go for easy checkout at stores.

...and there is already evidence of this trend emerging:

We also note use of big data to track consumption patterns for
curated offers as well as product trials, pre-approved credit, price

l In India, Amazon.com Inc., and private equity firm Samara Capital

match on every transaction, etc.

have sought approval from the Competition Commission of India
(CCI) to acquire supermarket chain 'More' from the Aditya Birla

Eventually the battle for retail in India will move away from

group. With 523 supermarkets and 20 hypermarkets, More is the

'price' to 'service' and from being 'transactional' to 'relational'.

fourth-largest retail chain in India.
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l Apparel will be driven by a wide assortment that closely follows

global fashion trends.

number of consumer-centric services bundled with the core retail
function to improve engagement, loyalty and consequent retention.

Online penetration in these segments can trend towards 30% and
will be the key growth driver for the next few years.

We call it the 'stack model': Each stack or bundle brings new customers into the ecosystem and offers solutions for existing con-

Development of online grocery however, will likely be different in

sumers, thereby increasing their engagement in the ecosystem. This

each country and depend on factors like basket size, urban density,

includes messenger apps, membership models, financial services,

independent grocer culture, broadband/smartphone penetration,

digital content, exclusive entertainment, gaming, virtual reality, etc.

infrastructure. urban driving infrastructure, etc.

We do not profess to foresee the full extent of the evolution of the

The starting point for a successful online grocery model will be one

stack model in India. Yet we do believe that companies focusing on

that offers solutions as close as possible to current grocery shopping

the retail stack with value as the only differentiator will find cus-

habits and factors in local cultural/social nuances, in our view.

tomer acquisition and retention an uphill battle.
Bringing this closer to home in India, we note that consumers are

...but the key debate is on the channel –
will India skip physical retail in favor of
eCommerce?

used to near instant fulfillment of their daily essentials from a wellestablished and efficient local grocery shopping model (mom and
pop stores that stock ~1,000 SKUs of daily essentials).
In addition, labor costs in India are amongst the lowest for any large
market globally, urban density is high, shopping baskets are relatively small and industry gross margins in grocery are >10 percentage

In the battle of online and offline, we think grocery is the

points lower vs. developed markets.

silver lining that can help brick and mortar retailers keep
a hold of overall retail market share in the future. They

These are factors that likely favor a decentralized eCommerce model

have a strong starting point – a base of city-centric assets

(store-based fulfillment) allowing express delivery of daily essen-

to leverage and the benefit of grocery shopping being a

tials.

weekly occurrence vs. markedly lower frequency of
electronics or apparel shopping.

Our analysis shows that this model may also be the most profitable

Various factors favor a decentralized eCommerce model

grocery retail model in India – even though the economics of fulfill-

(store-based fulfillment) – and our analysis shows that

ment may not be the primary concern of players currently.

this model may also be the most profitable grocery retail
model in India. A hybrid retail model may also accelerate

A hybrid retail model may also accelerate the disruption of large

the disruption of large consumer brands in India, and

consumer brands in India: Traditional grocery models will evolve to

we're already seeing signs of this. Other factors unique to

protect the business and margins. While the business ranks high on

India will only further aid this disruption, in our view.

convenience, it is low on price competitiveness. To address this, traditional retailers may ask brands for higher trade margins, which can
then be passed on to consumer, and also stock niche brands that

What drives this view? Online retail in the electronics and apparel

appeal to evolving consumer preferences.

categories in India may follow the global playbook of growth and
penetration, in our view.

In addition, the hybrid retail model, armed with greater knowledge of
shoppers based on their ordering patterns, also have the ability to

l Electronics growth will be driven by the structured nature of the

recommend brands for substitution in the shopper basket. Said dif-

category, exclusive online products, and attractive pricing

ferently, the balance of power may shift away from brands and in

strategy.

favor of the retail channel, altering the evolution trajectory for the
large CPG companies in India.
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There are other factors unique to India...

stock valuations for listed consumer staples companies in India, as
highlighted in our report Disruption Decoded: India Consumer: The
Framework for Staples Disruption in India.

l Favorable demographics – a large population of the less brand-

loyal millennials
l Fragmented distribution

In that report, we discussed our view that the next leg of growth will

l Relatively high profit pools

be led by smaller and more-agile companies launching innovative
products in emerging categories, leveraging digital assets, and

...and we think these will only further aid this disruption.

focusing on consumer acquisition closer to the point of sale.
What is interesting is that we are already seeing signs of the disruption currents under way in India: In modern trade and in categories with high growth potential, we find that emerging brands are
challenging the large incumbent players and nibbling away market
share. Our view is that this trend will only accelerate from hereon as
proliferation of mobile Internet is reducing the barriers to entry
within the consumer space. Digital marketing is enabling companies
to build brands at relatively low cost and the rising importance of
eCommerce is allowing pan-India distribution with high consumer
engagement.
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Exhibit 5:

Exhibit 6:

Snapshot of physical retailers in India

Future Retail

Big Bazaar (Future Group) stores in top

Stores

Grocery (Food+HPC)

Omni-channel
presence

Revenue (F18)

Retail area
(mn sq ft)

285 Big Bazaar

40% of revenue

Via prime now

Rs177bn

13.5

155

72% of revenue

Dmart-Ready

Rs150bn

4.9

117 Reliance Smart

30% of retail* revenues

Ajio

Rs117bn

N/A

15 cities
Key Cities
Hyderabad
NCR
MMR
Bengaluru
Kolkata
Chennai
Pune
Ahmedabad
Lucknow
Jaipur
Nagpur
Kanpur
Kochi
Patna
Indore

666 Easyday
D-Mart
Reliance Retail

406 Reliance Fresh
More

20 large format

Reliancesmart
66%** of revenue

mymorestore

Rs44bn

2

79% of revenue

spencers

Rs21bn

1.2

523 small format
Spencer’s

58 large format
70 small format

Source: Company Data, media sources, Morgan Stanley Research Note: N/A Not available; * - We exclude revenues from connectivity and Petro Retail
for Reliance retail revenues; ** - Avenue Supermarts DRHP - data for F16

Number of stores
26
25
24
20
15
8
7
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
2

Source: Company Data

Total addressable market for
store-based retailing to increase
>2x in the next five years...
We forecast revenues for store-based retailing to rise

Exhibit 7:
We expect the addressable market for store-based retailing in India to increase >2x by
F2023
Store -based retail market size ($bn)

F2018

F2023e

CAGR (%)

Grocery

10.7

28.7

22%

Apparel and footwear

17.9

43.2

19%

Electronics

34.8

53.9

9%

Optical goods

0.5

1.3

23%

Home

3.5

8.9

21%

from ~US$84bn in F2018 to ~US$177bn in F2023,

Jewellery and watches

11.9

29.8

20%

Others (Luggage, Sports goods, Books etc)

4.4

10.8

19%

implying a CAGR of 16%. The contribution of store-

Total (ex electronics)

48.9

122.7

20%

based retail is likely to rise across all categories,

Total

83.6

176.6

16%

except electronics, where we expect a meaningful

Source: Euromonitor, Morgan Stanley Research

channel shift in favor of eCommerce. Excluding electronics, store-based retail revenues in India are likely
to increase 2.5x between F18 and F23, implying a
CAGR of 20%.
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...and some consumers are already seeking online fulfillment
options with home delivery... Online penetration of grocery in India
is amongst the lowest in the world. So should retailers make omnichannel a key organizational priority?

Mom & pop (Kirana) stores in India offer a no-frills but

Our view is that based on emerging global trends (Amazon's acquisi-

convenient shopping experience with limited SKUs (varies

tion of Whole Foods and Alibaba’s New Retail model), brick and

but unlikely to be >1,000). They control over 95% of the

mortar grocery retailers will be wary of an accelerated shift in favor

grocery market in India. However, some channel shift is

of online retailing and amidst rising competition and ever increasing

imminent – and here is why.

customer expectations.
Against this backdrop, grocers must invest in online capabilities as
well as in-store experience (presentation, assortment, pricing) – or

Consumers may gravitate to modern format retail in search of

risk falling behind. In the world of retail and food retail in particular,

wider assortment and better prices... Based on our price checks,

if you lose even 10% of customers to a competitor’s online platform,

we observe that prices for modern format retailers (brick & mortar

it makes a material difference to your profitability.

as well as eCommerce) are 17%-19% lower than those in Kirana
stores. In addition, as aspirations rise, consumer preferences are

Based on our estimates, given the high fixed cost construct of store-

shifting toward a greater assortment of products based on such con-

based retail, even a 5% loss of sales will have a 15% impact on profits.

siderations as aspirational traits, global brands/categories, health

In addition, online grocery (at least initially) attracts more profitable

and wellness, and natural ingredients. Modern sales channels are

customers – who shop in higher-margin categories and prioritize con-

well placed to capitalize on this emerging consumer demand.

venience over price.

Exhibit 8:
e-Commerce and modern trade channels offer 17-19% pricing discount vs. General Trade

Lux soap (3*150g)
Dove soap (3*100g)
Pears soap (3*125g)
Nivea shower gel (250ml)
Rin detergent (2kg)
Surf excel (1.5kg)
Ariel detergent (1kg)
Sunsilk shampoo (650ml)
Clinic Plus shampoo (340ml)
Head & Shoulders shampoo (340ml)
Parachute Coconut Oil (200ml)
Fair & Lovely Fairness Cream (80g)
Colgate dental cream (400g)
Colgate total (120g)
Lipton green tea (100 bags)
Whisper Ultra (30 pads)
Himalaya neem face wash (150ml)
AXE Deodorant (150ml)
Set Wet hair gel (100ml)
Everyday dairy whitener (400g)
Good Knight adv(Machine + Refill) 45ml
Real orange juice (1L)
Dairy Milk Fruit & Nut Chocolate (80g)

General Trade (GT)
108
172
164
199
148
174
249
355
165
450
86
145
176
153
450
310
146
190
100
169
85
99
80

Rs/ SKU
e-Commerce
87
146
138
160
136
141
236
240
137
279
74
133
158
113
346
252
115
127
71
157
85
94
67

Discount
Modern Trade (MT) e-Commerce vs GT
MT vs GT
96
-19%
-11%
151
-15%
-12%
144
-16%
-12%
129
-20%
-35%
135
-8%
-9%
159
-19%
-9%
229
-5%
-8%
177
-32%
-50%
136
-17%
-18%
224
-38%
-50%
75
-14%
-13%
139
-8%
-4%
144
-10%
-18%
119
-26%
-22%
349
-23%
-22%
239
-19%
-23%
118
-21%
-19%
124
-33%
-35%
90
-29%
-10%
158
-7%
-7%
75
0%
-12%
64
-5%
-35%
72
-16%
-10%

Source: Company Websites
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...which increases the risk of margin compression from store can-

Net, the team estimates that gross margins on delivery are ~1,000

nibalization: Morgan Stanley's U.S. Hardline/Broadlines analyst

bps below in-store margins.

Simeon Gutman, in his latest report, has observed 50bps of EBIT
margin compression for his coverage for every 1 percentage point

Based on our calculations, for India, grocery operating margins for

increase in online penetration. Simeon notes that often, online sales

players offering online fulfillment will be materially lower

merely come at the expense of in-store sales, and are therefore not

(3.6%-4.3%) vs. the physical retail model (~5%). The margin hit will

additive to overall growth.

be contingent on the extent of cannibalization of in-store sales as
well as the extent of fulfillment cost borne by the consumer. In our

This dynamic causes in-store store expense deleverage because

calculations, we assume in-store gross margins of ~16% (based on

retailers must maintain store-level investments in wages, rent, utili-

our discussion with the industry) and use a standardized shopping

ties, etc. At the same time, because retailers generally lack scale in

basket of Rs1,000 along with relatively conservative assessment of

their eCommerce businesses, deleverage in the eCommerce channel

pick, pack, and delivery costs.

can also occur.

Exhibit 9:
Scenario analysis: In-store vs. omni-channel offering delivery
Scenario 1 (S1) - only in-store sales
In-store
Revenues (Rs)
1,500,000
Orders per day
x A.O.V (Rs)

1,500
1,000

Scenario 2 (S2) - free delivery
Instore
Delivery
Total
1,200,000 150,000
1,350,000
1,500
1,200
300
1,000

Scenario 3 (S3) - charged Rs35/order
Instore
Delivery
Total
1,200,000 300,000
1,500,000
1,500
1,200
300

500

Gross profit (@ 16%)

240,000

192,000

24,000

Total overheads
as % of sales
- Pick and pack
- Fulfillment costs
- Others
EBITDA

165,000
11%

165,000
14%

20,983
14%
4,945
16,038

165,000
75,000

165,000
27,000

3,017

EBITDA margins

5.0%

2.3%

2.0%

1,000
216,000
185,983

Assumptions
Pick and pack
Monthly wages (Rs)
Orders per day
Employees required
Per delivery cost (Rs)

15,000
30-35
9
16

Employee (Fulfillment)
Monthly wages (Rs)
Employees required
Per delivery cost (Rs)

18,000
20
46

48,000

240,000

165,000
14%

10,483

175,483

4,945
5,538
30,017

165,000
27,000

37,517

64,517

2.2%

2.3%

12.5%

4.3%

Trucking and fuel (Fulfillment)
Vehicle cost per day (Rs)
Fuel cost per day (Rs)
Per delivery cost (Rs)

1,370 Assume 10 vehicles delivering 30 orders a day
822 Assume 40km travel per day
7

Total cost (per order)

Rs70

Source: Morgan Stanley Research Note: A.O.V - Average order value

14

1,000

192,000

Store Cannibalization
drives an EBIDTA margin
compression in S2 & S3

In-store sales
cannibalized by
delivery orders
Assumed basket size of
Rs1,000

Customer bears a partial
cost of fulfillment in S3 vs
free delivery in S2

M
Grocery models will evolve to protect the
business and margins
The future of retail is moving from mere transactions to
one that is more relational – retailers will use offline
space to create more opportunities for consumers to
connect with the brands.
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We note comments from company
management on their private label
penetration strategy
Hari Menon, CEO – BigBasket: "BigBasket is aiming to
generate 45% of overall sales from its private label
business in the next 2-3 years. Private labels currently
contribute roughly 34% to BigBasket’s revenues. On an
average, private label margins vary from 25-45%, which
makes them an important factor for profitability,”

Larger players are uniquely positioned in five ways

(Source: Economic Times, July 13, 2018)
Albinder Dhindsa, CEO – Grofers:- "As Grofers becomes

Based on our industry outlook, it is likely that larger players will be

more of a savings platform, we have increased our focus

better positioned to navigate the grocery retailing business over the

on private labels in the last seven months to provide

next five years. They will be uniquely positioned in five ways:

better prices to customers, We currently have 780 private
label items and are adding 30-40 items every month.”

1. Use their scale for efficient procurement;

(Source: Economic Times, July 13, 2018)

2. Invest in data and technology in an omni-channel grocery

Doug McMillon, president and CEO of Walmart: "Having

world;

a private brand from a margin mix point of view has

3. Invest in price to drive market share gains;

always been important but it's even more important now

4. Invest in store expansion/refurbishment; and

and the sourcing capability is even more important now.

5. Spend more on advertisement to ensure that customers

Then layer on that loyalty. You can get Tide anywhere,

choose particular brands.

but you can't get Sam's Club Members Mark or Equate or
Great Value anywhere, and we have engineered the specs

In addition, we also expect grocery players to focus
on three other key areas

such that you just really love our granola, then there's a
loyalty there, that passes not just through the store, but
through the end of the eCommerce business as well. So

Increasing private label brand penetration in the shopper

product-driven loyalty becomes even more important

basket: Based on our calculation, gross margins on private label

going forward than it was in the past." (Source:

brands or even niche/emerging consumer brands can be 5-10 per-

Supermarketnews.com, March 14, 2017)

centage points higher than those of large established brands. Even if
stores are able to generate 20% of their sales from such brands, it
implies 100-200bps higher gross margins.
Cross-selling higher-margin categories like fashion apparel:
Even as we see the multi-pronged battle playing out in grocery, other
higher-margin categories like fashion, accessories, and home
improvement products may help expand profit pools for retailers.
Apparel gross margins are 2-3x those of grocery. It is indeed interesting to note that F18 gross margin for Avenue Supermarts retail
was 16% vs. 26% for Future Retail, driven primarily by >30% of revenue contribution in-store from private label apparel brands.
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Exhibit 10:
Higher gross margins for Future Retail vs. D-Mart due to product mix

F18
Overall gross margins
Revenue Mix
Food and HPC
Apparel and general merchandise

Future Retail

D-Mart*

26%

16%

45%
55%

72%
28%

10ppt gross margin differential attributable to
product mix

In our estimates category gross margins are:
30-40% for Apparel
20-25% for General Merchandise
15-16% for Food & HPC (Grocery)
Source: Morgan Stanley Research Note: * D-Mart is listed as Avenue Supermarts

Investing in technologies like scan &

Exhibit 11:

go: Based on our discussion with the

Illustration of the 'Scan and Go' shopping model

industry, >7% of in-store sales are lost
to customers who simply leave if the

Scan and
Pay

queue at the till is long. Future Retail
has already started allowing its customers to pre-book their time slot for
billing. However, adding the capability
of scan and pay, where members can
scan goods on their mobile devices

Customer enters the store

while they are still shopping and pay
through an app, could increase store

Source: Morgan Stanley Research

sales, improve customer retention, and
reduce the need for store labor (can be
as high as 25% of all in-store labor).

Best placed in store based retail
Source: Morgan Stanley Research

16

Customer scans the bar codes of her shopping basket
via an app and seamlessly pays via a wallet
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it is clear that physical players will need to offer the best

Food for Thought

of both price and convenience. Even as we argue that

Consumer behavior with free home delivery
Free grocery delivery, while likely positive for sales
growth, could represent a huge margin headwind if it
changes customer purchase frequencies and average
basket sizes. If consumers no longer have to pay a fee for
grocery delivery, they might not feel incentivized to
consolidate their online grocery purchases, and instead

large players with a pan-India presence will be best
placed to offer on-time express delivery with high fill
rates (>95%), logistical costs may rise further.
Exhibit 13:
BigBasket offers 1,500 SKUs in express delivery
vs. 20,000 overall
BigBasket SKU's

make several orders vs. one consolidated order.

Express delivery for BigBasket
which is the 90 min delivery
promise offers 1,500 SKU's of daily
essentials vs the full SKU basket
of 20,000

Therefore, we see potential for basket sizes to fall in
response to likely pressure on delivery fees – which could
make delivery even more margin-dilutive than it likely

20,000

already is, and potentially economically infeasible. In the

1,500

illustration below, in delivery orders which are fulfilled
by a brick and mortar store, if the basket size falls to
Rs500 (vs. Rs1,000), it will erode overall margins by

Total SKU's

Express delivery SKU's

Source: Media reports, Company Data, Morgan
Stanley Research

>100bps (assuming all costs remain constant).
Traditional mom-and-pop retailers may seek higher

Exhibit 12:
Margin impact from change in basket size of a

margins from consumer companies

delivery order (fulfilled via a brick and mortar

Traditional retail ranks high on convenience (phone

store)

orders, 15- to 30-day credit, <1 hour delivery, etc.) but low
on price competitiveness, and it can be erratic at times.

Overall operating margins (%)
Reduction in the delivery order
basket size from Rs1,000 to Rs500
can drive an operating margin
compression of 140bps for the
instore+delivery model

3.60%

Moreover, traditional retail remains a key distribution
channel for CPG companies in India. However, with
equilibrium shifting in favor of modern format retailers,
mom-and-pop outlets may force consumer companies to

2.20%

offer better trade margins, which can then be passed on
to regular customers. Moreover, traditional retailers may

Delivery order value Rs1,000

Delivery order value Rs500

Source: Morgan Stanley Research estimates

also be incentivized to stock brands by small/emerging
companies, especially in certain emerging consumer
categories where trade margins are higher and/or

Competition from eCommerce for express delivery

consumer offers are available. Net, there are disruption

Even as market share gains from traditional retail

currents that may alter the evolution trajectory for the

represent a clear opportunity for modern format physical

large CPG companies in India. This is discussed in detail in

retail, we see rising competition from eCommerce players

our report India Consumer: The Framework for Staples

on the convenience platform of express delivery for daily

Disruption in India.

consumption products. There is already evidence of this.
BigBasket (unlisted) offers 90-minute delivery for 1,500+
daily essentials or four regular delivery slots for 20k+
products in select cities. In a "winner take most" market,
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Retail Model #2: Pure Play eCommerce
Exhibit 14:

Grocery retail is a large category and key to success in

Pure play e-Commerce retail at a glance

sustaining eCommerce growth momentum. Online
grocery penetration is set to accelerate in India, but the
path to profitability is hazy, so is centralized fulfillment a
viable option in India?
The evolution of eCommerce in India may take a different
path vs. that in developed countries for five reasons:
delivery performance, labor costs, urban density, industry
gross margins and basket size, and assortment
availability.
In non-grocery eCommerce, online is making quick
inroads in electronics, followed by fashion/apparel.

Grocery eCommerce
Grocery retail is a large category...
Source: Morgan Stanley Research

Exhibit 15:

Grocery is the largest category within the overall retail

Grocery retail market size; largest category within retail

market in India, with a 62% share, followed by apparel &
footwear at 11% share. Based on our calculations, grocery
has the lowest online contribution at ~0.3%, which
compares to ~8% for retail sales ex grocery.

Source: Euromonitor, Morgan Stanley Research
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Exhibit 16:
eCommerce sales in India to cross US$200bn by 2026; will constitute
~12% of total retail sales in India

Being the biggest piece of the pie, grocery will become a
meaningful driver of future growth (after electronics and

eCommerce sales

We estimate that eCommerce will contribute
12% to overall retail sales
in F2027

apparel) for eCommerce in India. But it's a tough business,
likely "winner take most" – which implies marked
improvement in shipping/fulfillment offerings and

$200bn

continuing high marketing expenditures.

$18bn
As discussed in our report The Next India: India's Digital Leap - The
Multi-Trillion Dollar Opportunity, we expect a 30% CAGR in eCom-

F2018

F2027

Source: Euromonitor, Morgan Stanley Research Estimates

merce sales (including online food ordering) through F2027 (C2026),
reaching ~US$200bn of GMV (vs. ~US$18bn in F2018).

Online grocery penetration is set to accelerate in
India...

That translates into 12% online penetration within overall retail
sales.
We believe it is only a matter of time before online
With grocery constituting 62% of the retail revenue pool currently,

grocery penetration meaningfully accelerates in India. The

it will become a meaningful driver of future growth (after electronics

jury is out on the extent and rate of adoption – but

and apparel) for eCommerce in India.

lessons from abroad suggest that urbanization and
digitization of consumers is a tide that lifts all boats.

However, grocery retail is a tough business and likely a "winner
take most business": Unlike other consumer categories where
growth can be catalyzed by price alone, grocery will need to offer

Exhibit 17:

superior value (more SKUs, niche product offerings, low shipping

Online penetration of grocery is low in India

charges, price benefits, etc.).

8.4%

This implies marked improvement in shipping and fulfillment offer-

2017 Grocery retail online penetration (%)

5.9%

ings – retailers are likely to try to match the convenience (express

4.7%

delivery) offered by traditional retail stores in India and offer, say,

3.6%

3.3%

three-hour home delivery for consumers. However, we expect con-

2.5%

1.9%

Indonesia

0.2% 0.1%

Philippines

India*

Mexico

Thailand

South Africa

Brazil

Germany

Switzerland

USA

Singapore

France

Australia

UK

Japan

China

of GMV vs. 1% for Ocado (F18).

South Korea

retailing in India, we expect spending on marketing to remain at 3-5%

0.7% 0.6% 0.5% 0.4% 0.3%

Malaysia

1.1%

Russia

1.3%

competition (both Amazon and Walmart/Flipkart) in online grocery

Canada

tinuing high marketing expenditures in the business. With increased

Source: Euromonitor, Morgan Stanley Research Note: * We use Mse for India
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Online grocery penetration is higher in most large global markets,

Grocery retail in India is inherently a ~15% gross margin business. If

with South Korea (~9%) leading the way. High penetration in South

the penetration of higher-margin private label increases, retailers can

Korea reflects a variety of factors:

push margins to ~18%, in our view. In addition, the current basket size
(influenced by the relatively lower consumer price of products in

1. The country has a high degree of urbanization (~83% vs.

India) is ~Rs,1000.

~82% in the US) and its relatively small geographic layout
makes last mile economics more affordable.
2. Consumers are digitally savvy, with nearly 95% smartphone

penetration.
3. Grocers also have attractive offers with free delivery, wide

product assortment, and attractive prices.

Online grocery retail is likely loss-making at the EBITDA level – not
a surprise for investors that track this business globally. Based on our
estimates, fulfillment cost per transaction (trucking, delivery,
back-end, etc.) is ~Rs120, which implies ~12% variable cost. Add to
this overheads and advertisement costs (which together imply ~8%
variable cost), and the result is -5% EBITDA margins (as a percentage

Although online remains underindexed to fresh, generally favorable

of AOV) ( Exhibit 18 ), based on our estimates.

online conditions have caused rapid growth in nonperishable groceries. Behind aggressive investments in logistics by key players such

However, as basket size increases, the cost of delivery for a retailer

as E-mart (covered by Morgan Stanley analyst Kelly Kim), fresh foods

is only marginally higher, driving significant leverage on fulfillment

have been driving the current leg of accelerating grocery penetration

cost. In addition, for a nascent business – which online grocery is at

since 2016.

this stage – ad expenses are >5% of AOV.

…but the path to profitability is hazy...

If average basket size rises to ~Rs,1500, gross margin can rise to 18%
(vs. ~15% currently) and if advertisement falls to ~2%, then EBITDA
margins can rise to ~6% (as a percentage of AOV) – similar to those

Online grocery retail is likely loss-making at the EBITDA

of offline retailers at this point.

level in India – not a surprise for investors who track this
business globally.
So what will have to change to drive profits higher? In
our view, two key variables will be flexed in the future –
basket size and advertisement expenses (customer
acquisition costs).
However, there's a challenge: high competitive intensity
by foreign retailers and entrenched domestic players.
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However, high competitive intensity by foreign retailers and
entrenched domestic players will challenge this equation, in our
view. For instance, In its 2QF19 release, Avenue Supermarts reported
180bps decline in overall gross margin, to 14.3%, highlighting that
during the quarter it continued to lower prices across categories.
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Exhibit 18:
Path to profitability for online grocery in India (without considering commissions from suppliers)

Ocado*
A.O.V (Rs)
Gross profit margin

29%

Total operating costs
Trucking and delivery
as % of sales
Customer fulfillment costs
as % of sales
Other opex
as % of sales
Marketing
as % of sales

12%
9%
4%
1%

EBIDTA

EBIDTA Margin

5.9%

Ocado Gross
profit margins(%)
29.6%

India
Current
1,000
15%

Mse
Scenario
1,500
18%

200
80
8%
40
4%
20
2%
60
6%

183
80
5%
45
3%
20
1%
38
3%

(50)

87

-5.0%

5.8%

Path to Profitability
Basket size increases by 50%

Industry (physical retail) gross
margins are in the 14-18% range
Trucking and delivery costs to remain
stable

Marketing costs for Ocado are low;
High competitive intensity in India will
demand continuing high marketing
spends

Ocado
Fulfillment costs
(as a % of sales)
21.2%

28.8%

20.2%
2014

2017

Ocado
Average order
value (£)

2014

1.1%

2017

Ocado
Marketing costs
(as a % of sales)

107
100
2014

1.0%
2017

2014

2017

Source: Company Data, Morgan Stanley Research estimates Note: *Gross margins and costs for Ocado are based on reported F2017 financials and include supplier income @3.5% of retail revenues
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Exhibit 19:
Modern retail penetration ( top urban centres) will rise to 24% by 2019
% Penetration of Modern Retail

2019e

The key debate in the world of online grocery retail is
whether a centralized fulfillment and delivery model is
essential to ensuring high service quality and profitability.

19%
26%

Pune

21%

Our view is that the model for online grocery in each

12%
10%

Hyderabad

country will be different and will depend on service
expectations, shopping habits and socioeconomic factors.

19%
16%

Chennai

Below we explore the five key reasons why the evolution
Bengaluru

of eCommerce (especially grocery) in India may take a
different path vs. that in developed countries.

25%

NCR

26%

0%

ification' with the traditional retail model in India. The concept of 12-

31%
33%

17%
14%

MMR

1) Delivery performance: Indian consumers are used to 'instant grat-

2016

24%

Top urban centres

10%

20%

30%

40%

Source: Knight Frank estimates, Morgan Stanley Research Note: MMR: Mumbai Metropolitan Region;
NCR: National Capital Region

to 24-hour fulfillment, even if delivered free at home, may not drive
a material shift in their channel preference. For online grocery retail

3) Urban density: India is a vast country geographically. Brick &

penetration to accelerate, customers will need express delivery (say,

mortar retailing currently contributes less than 10% of overall retail

within three hours). This can only be achieved via a decentralized

spending on a pan-India level.

model (store pickup, dark stores, hub & spoke warehouse model,
etc).

However, with high-density metropolitan areas, modern format
retail contributes ~19% of spending in the top six retail markets.

Moreover, delivery from a central location (which may be outside the

According to Knight Frank (2016), the penetration of modern format

metropolitan limits) will entail a need for three distinct trucking/

retail will rise to 24% by 2019. High consumer density amidst rela-

delivery models:

tively low labor costs, consumer penchant for fresh food and relatively low basket size, makes a decentralized fulfillment model

l Ambient – grocery and FMCG goods

economically viable for grocery retailing, in our view.

l Chilled – ice cream, frozen peas, etc.
l Cool – dairy products

4) Industry gross margins and basket size: Grocery retail gross
margins in India are ~15% vs. global peers that operate at >25%. Even

That will push costs of delivery higher.

the basket size in India is <US$20 vs. >US$100 globally. Now against
this low basket size and industry gross margins, it is clear that for

2) Labor costs: Labor costs in India are amongst the lowest for any

online fulfillment to be viable, the combined delivery, trucking and

large market globally. This makes a decentralized delivery model a

fulfillment costs must be ~10% of sales. Based on current costs, this

viable option to ensure express delivery.

may be viable only in a model where a large part of the order fulfillment (consisting of standard products) is done from a decentralized
centre.
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Exhibit 21:

Gross margin for grocery retailing in India is the lowest vs. the UK, US,

...as is the order size ($) of a single delivery.

and South Korea….

160

35%

140

30%

Grocery gross margins (%)
29%

Grocery order size ($)

140

120
25%

23%

25%

110

100
80

20%
15%

70

60

15%

40
10%

15

20

5%

0

UK (Ocado)

0%
UK (Ocado)

US (Walmart)

S.Korea (E-Mart)

India

US (Walmart)

S.Korea (E-Mart)

India

Source: Company Data, Morgan Stanley Research estimates

Source: Company Data, Morgan Stanley Research estimates

5) Assortment availability: One argument in favor of a centralized

grocery. Providing these retailers with an established online plat-

fulfillment model is the availability of a wider assortment from which

form could be a win-win.

customers can choose. However, logistical complexity and costs
increase exponentially with assortment depth, and customers are

This strategy is currently being pursued by Amazon, which (along

unlikely to pay a premium for the entire basket. A decentralized

with private equity firm Samara) has acquired the More retail chain.

delivery model may be efficient for regular products, while for niche

Flipkart, on the other hand, has not shown interest in acquiring or

items ordered, delivery can be the normal cycle (say, 48 hours).

partnering with a brick & mortar retailer yet.

Online grocery in India is currently provided by a few large vertical

One possible reason is that it now has access to Walmart’s ~20

players such as BigBasket and Grofers – and increasingly we hear

wholesale cash & carry locations in India, which mitigates the need

about the intentions of Amazon India and Flipkart to get serious on

for a larger physical presence.

grocery, both to attack a large addressable opportunity with good
gross margins and to improve customer engagement. Per media

The other and more plausible reason from our Walmart analyst

reports (e.g., Economic Times, August 8, 2018), Flipkart launched gro-

(Simeon Gutman) is that Walmart is unlikely to pursue a major acqui-

cery services in Bengaluru, India in July 2018 and is looking to extend

sition in the foreseeable future in that it is just beginning to digest the

these services to 5-6 major cities by the end of 2018. Of interest,

Flipkart acquisition. During the Walmart Investor Day on October 16,

according to Flipkart, grocery has the highest potential to generate

2018, Walmart's management stated that it would be supportive of

repeat business and ensure customer retention. A comparison of

a Flipkart IPO sometime in the future. While it did not disclose any

BigBasket grocery business with Amazon's is in Exhibit 22 below.

specific details around the possible timelines of the IPO, we believe
any large acquisition in the interim could complicate this path.

Unlike in the US, where large chains hold a significant amount of
share, the Indian retail market remains highly fragmented and big box

Walmart is instead focused on execution – it has recently installed

chains are underdeveloped. As we have seen in the US and other

executives to bolster Flipkart’s eCommerce fundamentals,

countries, it is difficult and costly for a retailer to go from a brick &

accounting, and control functions – and believes there is enough

mortar only model to a next level omni-channel model with online

growth opportunity in segments outside of grocery in the near term.

capabilities. Because big box retail is underdeveloped and eCom-

Once the deal is past the integration phase, Flipkart could also start

merce is moving at a rapid pace, there may be an opportunity to skip

looking for omni-channel opportunities.

the traditional omni-channel model and leapfrog to a hybrid model
in India.

If Indian retailers are valued at 1.0x EV/sales, the same multiple as the
More transaction, it would imply an outlay of ~$250mn-$2bn. The

Large eCommerce (Flipkart, Amazon, BigBasket) and brick & mortar

upper end of this band would be a meaningful portion of any major

(Reliance, Future, D-Mart) players already exist and can work

retailers’ FCF, and hence further market consolidation may focus

together. These retailers are attractive because they are among the

either on smaller/less expensive players or a stake purchase in an off-

biggest in India and are currently using their own websites for online

line retailer.
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Exhibit 22:
Companies focusing on online grocery currently: BigBasket vs. Amazon grocery

BigBasket
25

Cities covered

2mn

Orders per month
Delivery format

Normal + express delivery in 1
hour
NA

SKUs

Amazon India
Amazon Pantry - 40
Amazon Now - 4
Amazon Now - 0.2mn
Amazon Now - express delivery (2 hours)
+ scheduled deliveries
Amazon Pantry - next day delivery
Amazon Now - 10000, Amazon Pantry 4000

Extensive portfolio - Fresho,
GoodDiet, Royal and Popular,
Tasties

NA

Supplies both

Amazon Pantry - mostly non-fresh
Amazon Now - supplies both

Infrastructure

35 warehouses; dark stores;
supply connect with 5000
farmers

15 fulfiillment centers; dark stores

Other services

NA

Private label brands
Fresh/ Non-fresh

Financial backing
Funds raised/ Capital committed

Alibaba
US$574mn raised so far

Prime Video, Prime Music and host of
other benefits through Prime
membership
Amazon Inc.
US$500mn committed in food e-retail

Source: Economic times, Your Story, Business Standard, Fortune India, Live Mint, Forbes, Morgan Stanley Research; NA: Not available/ Not applicable

Non-grocery eCommerce

That said, electronics is a low-margin category for most eCommerce
players. It serves only as a base for customer acquisition for highermargin segments like fashion, in our view.

Online making quick inroads in electronics and
fashion

Retail customer propositions can be broken down into four components: price, product range, convenience and service/experience.
ECommerce works well on all parameters for electronics but falls

Electronics is a category well-suited to eCommerce, but

short on experience as far as apparel is concerned.

margins tend to be low. Conversely, apparel margins are
higher, but there is still consumer inertia with regard to

Having said that, online penetration in China has surged to ~50% –

purchasing online in this category.

and if the same were to happen in India, then it could spur eCommerce sales in India too.

Based on our estimates, the eCommerce channel has already captured nearly 20% of the electronics market in India driven by a combination of deep discounts, acceptable delivery (2-5 days), sale of
brands/products that are exclusive to the online channel, and
detailed brand/product information, reviews etc.
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Exhibit 23:

Exhibit 24:

Adoption of Internet retailing for electronics is high among most coun-

...while online penetration for fashion (apparel and footwear) is a mixed

tries...

bag

2017 Electronics and appliances

48%

2017 Apparel and footwear
retail online penetration (%)

retail online penetration (%)
29% 27%
26%

27%

22% 19%
18% 16%
14% 14%
9%
12%

Malaysia

Singapore

Japan

France

Russia

S.Korea

Australia

Malaysia

UK

2%

USA

2%
Singapore

Thailand

Australia

Japan

S.Korea

France

Brazil

Indonesia

Russia

UK

China

5%

USA

5% 4% 4%

8%

China

9%

1%
Indonesia

19%

Brazil

33%

Thailand

39% 39%

Source: Euromonitor, Morgan Stanley Research

Source: Euromonitor, Morgan Stanley Research

Every spring since 2010 Morgan Stanley's UK retail team has commis-

Exhibit 25:

sioned a 1,000-person consumer survey, focused on apparel

The main barrier for those who never shop for clothing online appears

retailing. The surveys have consistently shown two main reasons

to be concerns around product fit

why those who still do not buy any of their apparel online choose not
to:
l Either they like to try products on...
l ...or they are concerned about how well the items would fit.

I am not sure the items I buy will be genuine

1%

Home deliveries time consuming & inconvenient

2%

Do not like sharing my details on the web

3%

I am not sure about my refund or replacment rights

4%

I haven't got anywhere to go if I want to complain

4%

I don't like the hassle of arranging returns

5%

I like to have things straight away and not wait for delivery

7%

It is less fun to shop on the web

9%

Enjoy browsing & shopping in real stores

It is not surprising, then, that for global online apparel retailers,
40-50% of the products ordered being sent back is the norm. If the
customer returns a purchase then delivery costs are effectively
"sunk." The retailers have to incur reverse postage costs and then

12%

I don't know if the items will suit me in fit, size or look

22%

I like to try items before I buy

32%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Proportion of respondents who have never purchased clothing online citing:

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research (May 2018

have to process the returned garment and make it saleable stock.
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Exhibit 26:

Food for thought
Grocery retail can help generate invaluable customer data to
further catalyze growth and generate advertisement income:
Grocery shoppers tend to visit the portal multiple times in a
month. The use of sophisticated data analytics will help the
companies learn about household preferences, which in turn can
help curate personalised baskets/offers. It is also likely that
retailers that drive increased customer visits on their portal for
grocery will eventually be able to cross-sell other higher-margin
products like apparel, footwear, accessories, etc. With rising use
of mobile apps, the ability to drive traffic and engagement is a
powerful tool to drive advertisement revenues and predict
volume offtake, thus helping the company improve consumer
retention and drive additional income. Of interest, Amazon
(covered by Brian Nowak) generates 3% of its retail revenues
from advertising services, which is currently 64% of reported
retail EBITDA in C2017. In the case of Ocado (covered by Andrea
Ferraz), 'supplier income' contributes 3.5% to retail revenues and
forms 58% of C2017 retail EBITDA.
Grocery is a must-win category and it's not all about price;
service is equally important: It may be difficult for a consumer
to compare the price of each product across retailers. Hence the
key differentiators will be availability, accuracy, and timely
delivery ( Exhibit 28 and Exhibit 29 ).
Can 3D body scanning transform economic models of online
apparel retailers? Morgan Stanley's European General Retail
analyst, Geoff Ruddell, believes that the rapid improvement in 3D
scanning technology and its implementation could have farreaching implications for the business models of store-based
retailers and online retailers alike (see report here). Currently,
apps (such as Nettelo and 3D) allow consumers to use their
mobile devices to create 3D images of themselves. In fact, per a
media report (Bloomberg, Nov 14th 2017), Apple is considering
adding 3D laser technologies to the 2019 iPhone, which would
allow developers to create more precise 3D scanning apps.
In Europe, apparel accounts for almost 40% of all non-food retail
spending. Similarly, at 30% of the non-grocery market, apparel is
a key category for retailers even in India. AlphaWise surveys have
consistently shown that the biggest barriers to consumers
shopping more for apparel online are concerns about product fit
and returns. 3D scanning potentially allows consumers to
establish their measurements very precisely and could help
reduce return rates for online retailers, allowing them leeway to
lower prices further. This could shift the balance between online
and offline shopping for apparel decisively.
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Amazon's ad revenues are 3% of retail revenues
and 64% of retail EBITDA
Amazon's advertisement revenues as
a % of Amazon's retail
revenue and EBIDTA (2017)

64%

3%
% of Retail revenues

% of Retail EBITDA

Source: Company Data, Morgan Stanley Research
Exhibit 27:
Ocado's supplier income is 4% of retail
revenues and 58% of retail EBITDA
Ocado supplier income as
a % of Ocado's retail
revenue and EBIDTA (2017)

58%

4%

% of Retail revenues

% of Retail EBITDA

Source: Company Data, Morgan Stanley Research
Exhibit 28:
Big Basket has two delivery offerings
Delivery
Type
Product range
Time
Charges
Basket size <Rs1,000
Basket size >Rs1,001

Regular Delivery
20,000 SKU's
Prefixed slots

Express Delivery
curated list of 1500+ daily essentials
60 minutes

Rs 35
No charge

Rs 35
No charge

Source: Company Data

Exhibit 29:
BigBasket offers an express 60-minute delivery
offering for specific SKUs

Source: Company Data
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Retail Model #3: The Hybrid Model
Exhibit 30:

We think it's a win-win. A hybrid model can address the

Hybrid retail model

shortcomings of a pure-play model, with an increase in
total addressable market and potential to establish a
scalable (and profitable) business model with greater
focus on convenience vs. price. The importance of data
analysis in retail is rising.

Advantage bricks and mortar; advantage eCommerce: In our view,
the retailers with the best chances of success in online grocery are:
l Those that view eCommerce as a long-term strategic priority

incorporating best practices from global companies...
l ...but are still able to fine-tune the business for local habits, shop-

Source: Morgan Stanley Research

ping preferences, and social/cultural factors.
...can be addressed by a hybrid model… The hybrid model is about
With rapid changes in consumer service expectations and technology

physical retailers and eCommerce companies working together to

itself, companies will need to be open to continuous learning and

combine digital power with infrastructure and service capabilities.

refining.
The battle for grocery will be won by players offering accurate and
Even as technology will remain in the realm of global evolution, best

time-bound home delivery with the ability to curate personalised

handled by eCommerce companies, brick and mortar players will be

baskets and offers based on customer behavior, which may not be

able to drive superior customer servicing at a reasonable cost.

possible in the traditional retail model.

The shortcomings of pure-play models…. As established in this

Walmart has taken initiatives like the pickup towers within the stores

report, pure-play brick and mortar players that dabble with omni-

or the temperature controlled grocery pickup machines, in order to

channel retail just to stay relevant for their evolving customer prefer-

offer convenient online ordering and pickup options for consumers.

ence risk diluting their store operating margins.

(Details here and here).

With ever-increasing customer expectations for delivery, especially

...with an increase in TAM... Let's say penetration rates in India were

amidst a vibrant traditional business model in India, pure-play eCom-

to move higher (to ~2-3% of the >US$0.5tn grocery market in India

merce companies are likely to struggle to establish express delivery

by F2023), similar to some of the developed markets (such as the US,

as a viable fulfillment model in India.

Australia, and France), driven primarily by customers seeking value
vs. traditional retail and a channel shift in favor of consumers seeking
the convenience of home delivery. Based on our assessment, the
potential for the online grocery market in India could be approximately US$12-15bn.
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Even as it may be difficult to crystallize the penetration of online gro-

…and potential to establish a scalable (and profitable) business

cery models in India, under a successful hybrid model, we believe the

model... Imagine that a customer orders groceries worth Rs800 with

potential for online penetration could be even higher (as is the case

20 SKUs on the mobile app of a eCommerce platform. Upon

in China and South Korea).

checkout, the app is able to offer precise delivery time (say, two
hours) for 18 SKUs that are available in the affiliated brick and mortar

Assuming India’s online grocery penetration moves to ~6%, this

store that is within a 5-10 km radius of the customer. The remaining

could represent opportunity of US$30bn. To put this in context,

two SKUs will be fulfilled within 48 hours from a central warehouse.

that's 1.7x the current cumulative eCommerce revenue pool in India.

This arrangement has re-created the convenience of traditional mom
and pop retailers for the consumer. It is also likely that customers will

In addition, a hybrid model may also resolve the friction in online

tend to order SKUs that are available for express delivery and hence

apparel retailing in terms of customers seeking to try on clothes/

be willing to consider product substitutions that may be recom-

shoes to ensure that they fit well. We do envisage a situation where

mended by the app (based on the customer profile), maybe with a

eCommerce companies deliver clothes to a predetermined brick and

discount to further entice the customer.

mortar retail store where consumers can use the infrastructure to
check the fit, with on the spot returns for a seamless transaction with
lower fulfillment costs.

Exhibit 31:
How the hybrid retail model could work
Store dispatches 18
products for a 3
hour delivery

App suggest product
substitutions
for 2 products

12.10pm: Customer orders
20 products via the app

Brick and mortar store
affliated with e-Commerce

3.10pm: Customer receives
18 products from the retail
store

Shopping list

18 products available for
express delivery
2 products to be delivered
in +2 days

Based on consumtion
patterns, retailer can use
big data to offer curated
promotions

Customer accepts product
suggestions/ All 20 products
to be delivered via store

Central warehouse

2 products to be
delivered in 2
days/48 hours
Source: Morgan Stanley Research
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3.10pm: Customer receives
all 20 products from the
retail store

+2 days: Customer receives
2 products from
warehouse
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Orders generated on the eCommerce platform and fulfilled from a

another argument in favor of the potential for rapid disruption in con-

nearby store via the pick and pack model form a win-win arrangement

sumer staples in India.

– "advantage, brick and mortar" with higher sales throughput and
arguably lower cannibalization of sales from existing in-store cus-

The importance of data analysis in retail is rising: Big data is a

tomers. The impact on in-store profitability could be even higher

game-changer and retailers are beginning to accept this.

given the high fixed cost nature of the business. Our calculations suggest that a 15% increase in store throughput with, say, 8% of revenues

Data were always available for modern format retailers in the form

(as commissions) shared with the eCommerce partner can drive a

of analysis of consumer trends based on loyalty cards. Yet the

24% increase in profitability for the physical retailer.

inherent shortcoming was that customers did not always carry them,
and even if they did, it was difficult to have the right conversations

In the event that the model is able to generate 30% higher orders, the

with customers at the right time.

overall profitability could increase >40%.
Shopping apps with an integrated mobile wallet on a customer's
In addition, it is also "advantage, eCommerce companies" that can

mobile phone allow retailers to gather information which hitherto

offer express delivery for a wider assortment with markedly lower

was not possible, including location, proximity to a store, browsing

price than the neighborhood store – a sustainable competitive

history, and real-time feedback on consumer offers. Such apps also

advantage, in our view.

enable improved inventory management and forecasting.

….with greater focus on convenience vs. price: The hybrid retail

We present here an example to show the power of information for

model will move the battle away from “price” to “service.” The power

modern format retailing and how can that be best harnessed with an

of being able to influence brand purchases will be a tectonic shift as

omni- channel retail strategy.

the balance of power goes from brand owners to channel owners –

Exhibit 32:
Hybrid model offers potential for 20-40% increase in EBITDA for physical retailers

Revenues (Rs)
Orders per day
x A.O.V (Rs)

Hybrid model Physical Retail + e-Commerce)
Instore
Delivery
15% higher orders
Total
1,500,000
225,000
1,725,000
225
1,725
1,500
1,000
1,000
1,000

Delivery
30% higher orders
Total
1,950,000
450,000
1,950
450
1,000
1,000

Gross profit (@ 16%)

240,000

36,000

276,000

72,000

312,000

Total overheads
as % of sales
- e-Commerce commisions (@8%)
- Others
EBITDA

165,000
11%
165,000
75,000

18,000
8%
18,000
18,000

183,000

39,709
9%
36,000
3,709
32,291

204,709

Increase in EBITDA

93,000

24%

107,290

43%
Potential for
20-40%
increase in
profitability

Commission paid to ecommerce partner for
new order generation

A store can fulfill 15% higher
orders without incurring
additional costs of Rs16 per
order

Source: Morgan Stanley Research Note: A.O.V - Average order value
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SPEAKER SESSIONS: DECEMBER 4, 2018, 27BKC, MUMBAI
BALRAM YADAV: ROUND-UP OF RURAL INDIA
Managing Director,
Godrej Agrovet

Key takeaways
 Expect bumper Kharif despite patchy rainfall. Patchy distribution of monsoon and
low rainfall in September has dampened overall normal rainfall. Nevertheless, Kharif crop
production is expected to good in the current year, being adequately supported by
development in the irrigation sector over the past few years. A subsequent reduction in
reservoir levels and deficient soil moisture may have a bearing on the Rabi crop.
 Surplus of food produce creating current distress in agriculture. Surplus across
various food produce such as milk, sugar, food-grains is creating distress in the
agriculture sector. Rising milk production has led to a sharp correction in prices of SMP.
Sugar supply has outstripped demand by a good margin in the current year and may
increase further next year, putting India ahead of Brazil as the largest producer of sugar
globally. Food-grain stocks continue to rise. Agriculture stress is not synonymous with
rural stress though, as the rural economy depends on several other sources of income,
including construction, labor and several other services, which have grown robustly in
recent years.
 Rural economy showing signs of strength. The rural economy has benefited
significantly under the current government from (1) increasing traction in road
construction activities, (2) pick-up in housing demand, (3) steady increase in rural wages,
(4) increase in MNREGA wage rate, (5) electrification of villages and (6) rising access to
mobile internet connectivity. The strength of the rural economy is reflected in (1) strong
growth in sales of tractors over the past three years, (2) increasing pace of farm
mechanization and (3) sustained higher growth in FMCG products as well as passenger
cars as compared to urban India.
 Policy focus rightfully shifted toward income security from food security. The
government has shifted its focus from food security to income security and has adopted
various measures to enforce the same. Measures undertaken to steer the rural economy
in the right direction include: (1) Draft agricultural exports policy, (2) index to assess
states on the ease of doing agri-business, (3) Pradhan Mantri Annadata Aay Sanrakshan
Abhiyaan (PM-AASHA) scheme to ensure earnings at MSP, (4) MSP formula linked to
1.5X the cost of cultivation (A2+FL), (5) Prandhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana to safeguard
farm income in times of adversity, (6) E-National Marketing scheme, (7) soil health card,
(8) MNREGA expenditure directed towards water-related works and
(9) investment in drought proofing and micro irrigation.
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UDAYA KUMAR: RURAL LEVERAGE: LONG ROAD
Managing Director &
CEO, CreditAccess
Grameen

Key takeaways
 Rural penetration is low in India. Mr Kumar said that credit to rural India is quite low
compared to other areas and MFI will play an important role in bridging the gap. One
important factor is the low penetration of banks in these areas. Though rural India
contributes ~47% of GDP, the credit contribution is as low as ~10%. Thus, ~37% of
rural GDP is dependent on informal sources of credit. The number of deposit accounts at
576 mn is nearly 10 times the number of credit accounts at 57 mn as of FY2016.
Increasing focus on financial inclusion is a key strategy to reach Bottom of Pyramid customers.
 Step towards financial inclusion includes a mix of various strategies. The
establishment of adequate physical and digital infrastructure, a suitable regulatory
framework, increasing financial awareness, a robust grievance-redressal mechanism,
scientific assessment tools and an effective coordination mechanism to leverage
synergistic benefits are key pillars of increasing financial inclusion in India.
 Government and regulatory initiatives play a pivotal role in financial inclusion.
Introduction of no frills accounts, BC model, liberalization of branch expansion/ATM
policy, introduction of payment banks and SFBs, PMJDY, Mudra loans, Aadhar card,
financial literacy programs , etc. have been instrumental in increasing financial inclusion in
India. Proper implementation of these strategies in a coherent manner will finally lead to
increasing penetration in rural areas, Mr Kumar said.
 Credit to rural customers start with micro credit. A rural unbanked customer first
enters the credit system via micro credit and then moves towards banks and other
financial institutions for other sources of credit. Lack of awareness, non-availability of
diverse trustworthy service providers, lack of opportunities for women, etc. led to the
evolution of the JLG model.
 Importance of regulator in the MFI industry is quite high. The Indian economy saw
sharp credit growth in the MFI business in FY2010 when regulations were less stringent
than today. Key areas of regulation include: the choice of target customer, total
indebtedness (<Rs0.1 mn), loan amount (<Rs60,000 in first cycle and <Rs0.1 mn in the
subsequent cycles) and loan product innovation (home improvement and education for
children). Other key strengths for the sector include the availability of a self-regulatory
body, priority sector status and increase in information from credit bureau.
 CreditAccess Grameen has laid a strong focus on penetrating rural India. The share
of rural in the overall MFI industry has gone down over the years to ~38% by FY2017 from
69% in FY2012, the share for CreditAccess Grameen increased to 81% in FY2017 from 62%
in FY2012. 45% of new customers on-boarded every month by the company are new to
formal credit—being customers who were earlier dependent on other informal sources of
credit. The model is focused on being as customer-centric as possible. Taking into account
inherent customer behavior alongside a parallel focus on cost reduction have been the two
core strategies for the company. For example, within one center, some customers are
allowed to pay weekly/fortnightly, whereas others are allowed to pay monthly. Additionally,
rural unemployed youth are recruited, trained and employed by the organization.
 Product innovation is a key factor behind the success of the business model. The
company added loans to support lifestyle need (medical emergency, home improvement,
etc.) to facilitate other credit needs. With every cycle, the limit is reviewed for a customer.
Customers try to reduce defaults so that they can access the company again for further
credit and have the option to increase their individual limit. These intermediate loans
(non-income-generating products) are priced at a favorable interest rate of ~18%.
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SIRAJ HUSSAIN: THE NEXT FIVE YEARS IN INDIAN AGRICULTURE
Former Agriculture
Secretary | Visiting
Senior Fellow, ICRIER

Key takeaways
 Food constitutes 45% of monthly consumption expenditure (as per NSS 2011-12).
Over the past few years, agricultural wages have stayed stagnant. Real GDP is expected to
grow by 7-8% over the next few years, while food demand is expected to rise more
sharply. There is a stark difference between consumption at the higher end (top 5%
percent) and at the bottom level (poorest 5%). For the rich (top 5% of the population)
per capita consumption is 15 bananas a month, less than half a kg of mangoes a month,
just 200 gm of watermelon a month, one coconut, 700 gm of apples and 200 gm of
grapes in a month. The poorest 5% of the population consumes about 60 times less fruit,
about 4 times less vegetables, about 15 times less on egg, fish and meat, about 2.2 times
less of cereals, about 3.5 less times of pulses – a disparity that highlights the lack of
purchasing power causing food inflation to remain depressed.
 WPI inflation on a downward trajectory. Pulses, vegetables and milk all are in
negative territory. Better supply management is there because of which prices of
perishables are low too. However, it is unlikely that our food surpluses will be permanent.
Consumption will continue to pick up. The possibility of El-Nino is there, which could
result in drought, wiping out surpluses in rice and pulses.
 The average size of landholding is quite low, which renders agriculture unviable in
many cases. Except in Punjab, the size of landholding is quite small everywhere. China’s
landholdings are smaller than India’s. Despite having a lower irrigation ratio and cropped
area than India, China produces 2X grains, 4X fruits and vegetables and 8X meat and fish.
 Rural wages have been fuelled by higher construction expenditure supplemented
by higher MSPs during 2004-14. High global prices facilitated the export of soya meal,
rice, cotton and wheat. Booming meat exports would have also contributed to farm
incomes from animal husbandry. Doubling of farm incomes by 2022 is unlikely to be
achieved as it would require CAGR of ~14% in wages over six years, which is unlikely.
Farm incomes can double in states that have a low base such as Uttar Pradesh (average
income is Rs6,600 per month according to a NABARD survey) and Bihar (Rs7,100 per
month) rather than in Punjab (Rs23,000 per month) and Haryana (Rs18,500 per month).
 Initial policy of the NDA regime had been to tackle high food inflation through
aggressive imports, fiscal consolidation via lower MSPs, ban on bonuses. etc. There are
good initiatives such as 99 projects under Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchai Yojana (yet to be
completed but could have many benefits), Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana, which
expands the coverage to 50% of gross cropped area and E-National Agriculture Market
that encourages inter-state trading. Currently, the government’s policy restricting animal
trading makes it difficult to monetize non-milk-bearing cattle. The impact of
demonetization on the agriculture sector has not waned yet. Formula-driven MSP is
unlikely to be successful. In fact, formula-based MSP dents competitiveness.
 Pre-election concerns. In the run-up to the elections, there are three primary concerns
with regards to agriculture: (1) concerns about nationwide farm loan waivers (around Rs3
tn), (2) possibility of MSP at C2+50% across all crops and (3) direct investment support of
Rs2 tn.
 Over the next 3-5 years, agricultural prices in India will follow global prices. If global
prices recover, so will Indian prices. Farmer risks would be better managed under Pradhan
Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana. Carryover stock of pulses is falling, which should result in
higher prices. Trade friction can also affect global prices and in turn, Indian realizations.
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BASKAR S REDDY: THE RURAL LAST MILE
Country Director,
Syngenta Foundation

Key takeaways
 Lack of innovation in policies. Several policies initiated by the government in recent
years are well-intended for development of the agriculture sector in India. However, these
policies lack innovation in the through-process. Hence, the framework as well as
implementation of these policies continues to grapple with the same old problems such
as market distortions, isolation, protracted timelines, short-term mindset and lack of focus.
 Short-term interventions lead to crisis. Lack of availability of real-time data, consumerfirst policy approach and short-term interventions by the government to manage prices,
particularly when they shot up, have led to crisis in food production. Lower market prices
are allowed to sustain for food crops, while sharply higher prices are moderated through
ad-hoc interventions pulling down the average realizations for farmers.
 Agri entrepreneurship program. Syngenta Foundation, in partnership with Tata Trusts,
has initiated the Agri Entrepreneurship (AE) program to deploy village-level service
providers, who can cater to several requirements of the farming community, including
(1) crop advisory, (2) access to quality agri-inputs and machinery, (3) access to markets
and (4) access to credit and insurance. The Agri Entrepreneurs go through a lifecycle of
rigorous selection and training process, followed by launch, regular mentoring, direct
engagement with the farmers and impact assessment eventually. Each AE can cater to
about 200 farmers, who together may create a micro-economy of around Rs15-20 mn,
adequate for the AE to earn around Rs0.2 mn annually.
 Target: 20 mn farmers by 2023. The program has 750 AEs currently who are catering
to over 100,000 farmers in about 2,000 villages across six states. Syngenta and Tata
Trusts have set a steep target of deploying 100,000 AEs to engage directly with 20 mn
farmers by 2023.
 Opportunity to leverage data-profiling of farmers. The program allows the
foundation to establish detailed data-profiling of the farmers, termed as ‘farming
quotient’, which can potentially be used for real-time data analytics to channelize
adequate inputs, resources and relevant advisory for the farmers to bring about a
systematic change in the domestic agriculture sector.
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BENJAMIN MATHEW: STATE OF THE RURAL ECONOMY
Head of Strategy &
Partner, MART

Key takeaways
 56% of GDP is accounted for by rural India. A ‘rural’ area is defined as area where 75%
of male population is engaged in agriculture, total population is less than 4,000 people
and population density does not exceed 400 persons per sq. km. India has 640,000
villages, which account for ~70% of total population. There is disparity among these as
17% of villages contribute 5% of population but 60% of rural wealth. This data is
relevant for FMCG companies for whom rural is a focus area for growth.
 Agriculture growth is difficult and cannot exceed 4-5% despite interventions.
Rural incomes will remain depressed due to high disguised unemployment. Thus, it is
imperative to pull people out of agriculture and into other professions (services and
industry). Over the past decade, 90 mn people have moved out from agriculture into
services and industry. The positive is that multiplicity of incomes is reducing volatility in
incomes. By 2020, every agricultural household will have one person employed in the
services sector. MNREGA has played an important role in lifting rural incomes.
 Healthcare can create a good number of jobs. Horticulture and cash crops are also
contributing to employment and agriculture incomes. Poultry is also an employment
generator, and has added 3.8 mn jobs in small towns and rural areas. The construction
industry can also absorb people – for instance, tile manufacturing also needs 0.5 mn
people. Skilling is a problem as people are not employable to start with. The income of a
construction worker would be twice that of a farmer, and thus this sector can
meaningfully improve incomes.
 Irrigation is enabling multiple cropping of land in a year, improving incomes, and
increasing demand of equipment such as tractors.
 In 2016, rural households spent 49% on food, 7% on health, 5% on travel, 6% on
clothing, 6% on durables, 4% on household, 9% on fuel, 3% on education and 11% on
others expenses. Proportional spend on food is high, but is expected to reduce. Fuel is still
a high cost (higher than urban). In times of higher incomes, rural households would
spend first on acquiring productive assets, durables, education, travel etc., and would
then focus on other items of discretionary spend.
 Regional retail players such as Balaji and Ghari are more successful than national
chains as they connect to consumers better. They also realize that the buying behavior of
rural consumers’ is very different from the urban customer. Eastern has the largest
proportion of rural retail outlets (81%), while southern India has the lowest proportion
(66%). National FMCG companies cater to 0.5-1.0 mn outlets, which is only a small
proportion of overall outlets.
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Politics is one conversation that can make every head turn. You can miss sports, movie, the
latest trends but you can’t turn your eyes away from diplomacy and country affairs. How is the
current government performing and who will win the 2019 Lok Sabha election is always up for
debate.
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While for us it is just a conversation that takes place over a cup of steaming tea, for Gaurav
Pradhan it is a passion that drives him.
A top ten global social CIO, cyber security, Information Technology expert, data scientist,
strategist, advisor, Pradhan is a brand in himself. He rose to fame in 2013 and since then has
acquired thousands of followers. Such is his popularity that even India's Prime Minister
Narendra Modi is following him.
What makes this man interesting are his political predictions that are always on point. While
media and experts are busy making wild estimates, he accurately tells you in whose favour the
wave is moving.
From predicting the 2014 election that changed the phase of India to who will be the next
President of United States to predicting on whose lap the Punjab and Uttar Pradesh elections
will fall, his analysis has been on point.
He ain’t a psephologist, surely not a numerologist but someone who predicts things based on
data and mood of the people.
With 2019 election just around the corner, the country surely wants to know that who will take
charge of the Indian democracy this time.
Entrepreneur India caught up with data scientist Gaurav Pradhan at the World AI Show,
Mumbai organised by Trescon to know about his observation for the most talked elections.
We started with understanding his analytic techniques, 2014 Indian election, and breakdown
of the US polls to how nationalism is the new wave and who will win the 2019 election. Here’s
everything about the current political scenario that might give you a new perspective.

Predicting Elections Through Mood Analytics
Who would have thought a person’s mood could actually help you in curating relevant data?
For Pradhan, our mood is his reference point and that’s how he gets his predictions right.
“There is something called ‘Mood Analytics’ and I pick up my data points from there. It is based
on what people are talking across social media on all the platforms. This gives me a typical idea
of the mood that people are going through. Then there is intelligence information, and then
geopolitics. What Saudi wants, what Pakistan wants. So if Pakistan wants Hilary and Saudi
wants Hilary that means the nation is moving towards Trump. That is the geopolitical
relationship,” explains Pradhan.

2014 Elections: Rise of Narendra Modi
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/324025
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Source:
Facebook/ Narendra Modi
Did you know the 2014 election actually focused more on the leader rather than the party? It
was the time when seasoned voters took a backseat and the youth drove the results of the
election.
“In 2014, the youth was the undercurrent. People were sick of scams, it was everywhere. That
time the component was not the seasoned voters like me or my grandfather. It was the youth
and they wanted to change the future. This was capitalized by Narendra Modi as a nationalist
movement. The last election was not about the party but the leader. Similarly, the 2019
election will also be about the leader. The seasoned people are talking about party politics
while the youth is focused on the leader,” he points out.

US Election 2016: It was Never Trump Vs Hillary
While for the majority the United States 2016 election was about Donald Trump vs Hillary
Clinton, for Pradhan it was always about Mr Clinton vs Mrs Clinton. While this statement
might sound aberrant his facts don’t.
“See understand Trump is rich. Hillary is not that rich, she wants to make money for herself.
Trump on the other hand wants to make money for the United States. Nationalism was picking
up, everyone was sick of jobs being taken by people from around the globe. So the mood set
was Nationalism. Now, who is the one promoting Nationalism? It was not Trump, it was
Hillary. And it was happening before primary people were talking on social media that the
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subject will be jobs. And then you see Trump, who is damn rich, he doesn’t need money but he
is going to be a nationalist,” says Pradhan.
To give more contexts he talks about how Trump was just a face put up for local politics. “Then
secondly you gain intelligence input where you learn that Trump is going to be supported. My
rst tweet that time said that the nal ght is between Mr Clinton and Mrs Clinton and
everyone said Mr Clinton isn’t ghting the election. I know he is not. But Trump is a face put
out because if Hillary wins Bill Clinton's life will be a huge mess because of the Monica
Lewinsky scandal. There is a local politics between the husband and wife. When you quote all
of this then my dashboard says Gaurav Pradhan the chance of Mr Trump winning the election
is high."

The World will be Ruled by Nationalists

Source: Facebook/ Narendra Modi
Haven’t we all been hearing that Nationalism is the new wave? But what is Nationalism?
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/324025
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To put it in simply it is a political system that believes one country is above other in the world.
Pradhan who has analysed various leaders and their characteristics around the globe feels that
the world will be ruled by four nationalist Narendra Modi, Donald Trump, Vladimir Putin, and
Benjamin Netanyahu.

Believe We are Moving Towards Monarchy?
For people who believe these four leaders represent monarchy, the data expert says
“Nationalism means democracy. We are not moving towards Monarchy. Had it been Hillary in
US or Congress in India that is monarchy because just one family wants to rule. You cannot
have a Congress President which is not a Gandhi. These nationalists have not made their lives
based on their families but their own share of hard work.”

Understanding Narendra Modi & Donald Trump

Source: Facebook/ PM Modi Fan Club
Modi and Trump are always making the headline. They might look the same but the way they
function makes the master difference.
“Trump is an impulsive person, he makes certain comments openly that he shouldn’t. Modi is
seasoned, he does the exact same thing but uses them as a weapon. Trump talks about banning
media, while Modi welcomes everyone. He believes the more someone hits him, the more
successful he gets. If you analyse the mood is nationalist. So, anybody who rights ugly things
about the nationalist leader, the polarization happens,” he says.
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/324025
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Decoding Punjab and Uttar Pradesh Election
The result of Uttar Pradesh election shocked millions. Who would have thought that the
constituency which has been governed by certain parties for decades will welcome a new
leader? We didn’t but Pradhan’s number clearly said that BJP will win with more than 300
seats. But how did he come to that conclusion?
“I strongly wrote that Punjab election should go to Congress. There was absolutely no role of
BJP there as it is very small. Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) would have destroyed it. So it should go to
Congress and that too with Captain Amarinder as the leader nobody else. I am the one who
ointed out that BJP will get 300+ seats in the UP election, no one else predicted it not even
Modi and Amit Shah. I drove my car to 12,500 kilometers at my own expense. I picked up data
points from the community, small villages and framed a chat that said it will be 300+. Everyone
laughed and look what happened? In fact, in 2015, I also wrote a thread about Yogi Adityanath
and said he would be the CM, there I am.”

2019 Election – Who will Take the throne?
Who will rule the world’s biggest democracy in the upcoming 2019 Lok Sabha is the biggest
question. While the country has their own biases, everyone wants to know who will be the
next Prime Minister of India. Those who think BJP has lost its support and people are unhappy
might want to hear this.
“People who are making those comments are either middle class or short business class who
were saving taxes. The tax component was their earning and now they have lost it. Now here
comes data science. I am picking data from rural India. How many families have bene ted from
the cooking gas and electricity? How many have got access to toilets and how many kids are
going to school now? When I study this I am getting a gure of fty crore. Even in forty- fty
crore, being a conservative I divide it by two, it is twenty crore. You know in 2014, the elections
were won by a small margin of 1.4 crore and here you have a larger swing. So my calculation
says 2019 belongs to Modi.”
While time will say who will win the 2019 Election, Pradhan already has his numbers intact.
With just few months to go, it would be interesting to see if the cake still belongs to BJP or will
the Congress get a taste of it. Will the country be governed by Modi or will we see another
Gandhi taking its reign?
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Identity theft and private equity
London
”An asset-deflation cycle remains the biggest risk to the American and world economy after the
surge in asset prices from ten years of ultra-easy monetary policy”. So wrote GREED & fear in one of
the bullet points in the most recent Asia Maxima quarterly (see Asia Maxima – Crossroads, 4Q18).
GREED & fear says this not in the spirit of “I told you so”. But rather to note that the current state of
affairs is the opposite of what is taught in economic textbooks (i.e. asset prices and financial markets
will drive the economy and not the other way round). This is a point worth highlighting again given
the renewed weakness of Wall Street-correlated world stock markets despite GREED & fear’s
continuing hopes of a trade deal between America and China in the G20 Summit in Buenos Aires on
30 November. The MSCI AC World Index is now down 7.2% in US dollar terms year-to-date and the
American stock market is no longer “the last man standing” as it was at the end of last quarter (see
Figure 1). The S&P500 is down 0.9% year-to-date while the Nasdaq is up only 1%. But more
interestingly, three of the four FANG stocks have now suffered the dreaded “death cross” in the
sense that the 50-day moving average has fallen below the 200-day moving average (see Figure 2).
Amazon is the exception.
Figure 1
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Still GREED & fear also noted in the above mentioned bullet point that for that asset-deflation cycle
really to happen requires “a financial shock triggered by rising credit spreads and forced selling”. So
far credit spreads remain relatively well behaved. Still there is no doubt where the risk in credit is in
the US. It is in corporate debt where the deterioration in quality is best shown by the huge growth in
triple-B debt as a percentage of the aggregate of corporate debt issued. US BBB-rated corporate
bond outstanding has risen from US$670bn or 33% of total US investment-grade corporate bonds at
the end of 2008 to US$2.5tn or 50% of the total at present, based on constituents in the
Bloomberg-Barclays US Corporate Bond Index (see Figure 3).
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Still in the absence of a nasty asset deflation cycle, there is still no reason to expect a full-fledged
recession in America next year while any weakness in Asian economies has, in GREED & fear’s view,
been more than discounted by Asian equities’ sell-off this year. In this respect, GREED & fear agrees
with the view outlined by CLSA’s head of economic research Eric Fishwick at last week’s CLSA India
Forum, namely that the base case is that US growth is more likely to slow in 2019 to nearer the
trend growth of 2.3% experienced during this ten-year upturn. CLSA’s economics team forecasts US
real GDP growth to decelerate from an estimated 3.3% this year to 2.5% next year and 2.3% in 2020.
For such reasons Fishwick also remains relatively sanguine about world trade growth and
commodity prices even allowing for the risk of an intensifying US-China trade war (see Figure 4).
The above is also GREED & fear’s base case. But the risks of an ugly asset deflation cycle are clearly
rising, and all eyes should now be on credit spreads, most particularly in the US corporate area. On
this point, US BBB-rated corporate bond spreads have risen by 36bp since early October to 167bp
(see Figure 5). Moreover, the longer the Fed shows a determination to ignore negative market action,
in terms of continuing to raise rates and shrink the balance sheet, the more bearish market
sentiment will become. Still money markets are already betting that the Fed will back off. The Fed
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funds futures market is now discounting only a 35% chance of three 25bp rate hikes by the end of
2019, including one in December, down from 68% in early November.
Figure 4
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Figure 5
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If US corporate debt is the area to focus on, as well as of course Italy, what about emerging market
debt? GREED & fear is more relaxed in this area than many. First, it is a positive that the Treasury
bond market has rallied on the recent bout of “risk off” action in equities and is now 20bp below the
closely followed 37-year-old trend line (see Figure 6). While this, unfortunately, has reduced the
prospects of the “risk parity”-driven algo trading models blowing up, the rally in Treasuries does
provide support to emerging market debt. It is also the case that 34% of US dollar-denominated
emerging market non-financial sector corporate bonds are in the energy sector (see Figure 7) and
GREED & fear remains constructive on oil. Indeed the sharp sell-off triggered by Donald Trump’s Uturn on Iran sanctions should be viewed as a major buying opportunity. It is also interesting that
fund inflows into emerging market debt have remained relatively well behaved so far this year.
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Figure 6
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Figure 7
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Even sovereign bonds in Asian economies vulnerable to rising oil price, such as India and Indonesia,
look attractive to GREED & fear because of the high level of real interest rates. As discussed here last
week (see GREED & fear - Modi revisited and “shadow banking”, 16 November 2018), monetary policy
in India has been very tight in terms of the level of real interest rates. This is why 8% on the 10-year
local currency government bond remains good value to GREED & fear, and it was at this level in early
October before the recent rally (see Figure 8). It is also interesting that foreigners have started to
buy Indian bonds again after selling for most of this year. Thus, foreigners sold a net US$9bn worth
of Indian bonds in the year to 23 October, but have since bought a net US$1.4bn (see Figure 9).
The same story applies in Indonesia where Bank Indonesia’s latest 25bp rate hike in the policy 7-day
reverse repo rate to 6.0% last week (see Figure 10) is a reminder that monetary policy has been
tightened to defend the currency in an economy which continues to grow well below potential.
Indonesia real GDP growth slowed from 6.2% in 2010 to 4.9% in 2015 and was 5.2% YoY in the first
three quarters of this year (see Figure 12). Meanwhile, the rupiah has appreciated by 4.5% since
early October after depreciating by 11% since the start of 2018, while the rupee is up 4.2% since
early October after depreciating by 13.9% (see Figures 8 & 11).
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Figure 8

India 10-year government bond yield and rupee/US$ (inverted scale)
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Figure 9

Cumulative foreign net buying/selling of Indian debt securities (year-to-date 2018)
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Figure 10
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Figure 11

Indonesia 10-year government bond yield and rupiah/US$
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Figure 12
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In both countries the risk is a renewed spike in oil but that, in GREED & fear’s view, is more a threat
to the currencies than bond yields. Indeed the 4.2% and 4.5% appreciation of the rupee and rupiah
in recent weeks has coincided with the correction in oil.
Meanwhile the more stock markets fall and government bonds rally, the more likely the Fed signals
that it is stepping back and, clearly, a sustainable rally in Asia requires an end to Fed tightening and,
with it, the likely end of US dollar strength. But the best way to get the Fed’s attention quickly is not
declining share prices but surging credit spreads. Weaker data, such as this week’s US housing data,
will also help. The NAHB US Housing Market Index declined by 8 points to 60 in November, the
lowest level since August 2016 and the biggest monthly decline since February 2014 (see Figure 13).
While US building permits declined by 0.6% MoM and 6% YoY in October, the biggest YoY decline
since June 2016 (see Figure 14). It is also increasing likely that core inflation has peaked, or is at
least close to peaking. Core CPI inflation slowed to 2.1%YoY in October, down from 2.2% YoY in
September and 2.4% YoY in July (see Figure 15). It is also worth noting that Federal Reserve vice
chairman Richard Clarida said in a TV interview last Friday that interest rate policy is getting closer
to neutral while there is some evidence of global slowing.
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Figure 13

US NAHB Housing Market Index
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Figure 14
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Figure 15

US core CPI inflation and core PCE inflation
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Meanwhile if there is an area of American finance likely to blow up in a coming downturn, where the
dynamic is driven by the unwind of QE-driven asset inflation, it is most likely to be the so-called
“private equity” industry which has been the biggest winner in this ten-year cycle since the global
financial crisis. The best summary of this industry in a single sentence was written by an old friend
of GREED & fear’s, Michael Lewitt, in the September edition of his monthly report, The Credit
Strategist: “Private equity often consists of nothing more than substituting debt for equity on a
company’s balance sheet, firing employees, cutting R&D and capex, and paying out a bunch of fees
to private equity firms (and in exchange for this they get a carried interest tax break!)”.
GREED & fear could not put it better. Meanwhile, GREED & fear recently came across an interesting
critique of private equity which is worth reading (see American Affairs Journal article “Private Equity:
Overvalued and Overrated?” by Daniel Rasmussen, Spring 2018). The writer of this article reports
how his firm, Verdad, compiled a comprehensive database of 390 private equity deals. In 54% of the
transactions examined, revenue growth slowed. In 45%, profit margins contracted, and in 55%,
capex spending as a percentage of sales declined. The author went on to note that there is a big
difference between what private equity used to do, namely buying companies at 6-8x Ebitda with
debt at a reasonable 3-4x Ebitda, and what private equity does today, which is buying companies at
10-11x Ebitda with debt at 6-7x Ebitda. In a further sign of excess, Rasmussen describes how
private equity funds are now coming up with so-called “long-dated funds” with longer lockup
periods, and buying companies from other funds they manage. The author writes: “This shell game
of overpriced deals getting pawned off to other pools of capital is evidence of rising private equity
froth”.
Figure 16

Global private equity dry powder (cash reserves)
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The excesses have only grown since this article was published with the latest estimates GREED &
fear has read indicating that the global private equity industry now has US$3.1tn in assets under
management with US$1.1tn in cash, or so-called “dry powder”, to invest (see Figure 16), according
to private equity data provider Preqin. The obvious problem in the making is the debt the private
equity industry has taken on to finance these deals.
This leads on to the risk highlighted by the ever sensible BIS research department in its quarterly
review published in September. This is the resurgence in leveraged finance, comprising high-yield
bonds and leveraged loans, which has doubled in size since the financial crisis. Total leveraged
finance rose from US$1.25tn at the end of 2008 to US$2.79tn at the end of 2Q18, while within this,
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aggregate leveraged loans rose from US$0.62tn at the end of 1Q11 to US$1.2tn at the end of 2Q18
(see Figure 17). The BIS study also notes that corporate restructuring, such as mergers, acquisitions
and leveraged buyouts, have accounted for nearly 40% of US institutional leveraged loan issuance
since 2015.
Figure 17
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Figure 18

Covenant-lite loans as % of leveraged loans
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A further sign of growing vulnerability is investors’ increasing willingness to accept weaker
protection. Thus, the fraction of so-called covenant-lite loans reached its post-GFC peak in late
2017, rising to 82% in 3Q17 and was 77% in 2Q18 (see Figure 18). The demand for these loans has
been increased by the growth in so-called loan mutual funds since 2016 (see Figure 19). Assets
under management in loan funds have risen from US$107bn in February 2016 to US$171bn in July
2018. This in turn raises the risk of loan defaults and resulting mutual fund redemptions leading to
forced selling. Meanwhile, the leveraged loans are attractive in a period of rising interest rates
because they offer a return indexed to the interbank rate. Still, the price of the S&P/LSTA Leveraged
Loan Index has now declined to its lowest level since December 2016, though the long-term chart
shows there is a lot of room for a further fall (see Figure 20). Indeed, macro investors are advised to
short this index now, if they have not already done so.
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Figure 19

Assets under management in collateralised loan obligations (CLOs) and loan funds
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Figure 20
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If the above is an obvious area of vulnerability in a downturn, it should be noted that a lot of this
financing has taken place outside the banking system in often opaque and complex structures. This
is precisely the area of debt globally GREED & fear would most likely to short along with, of course,
Italian government debt. Meanwhile, “private equity” will undoubtedly be remembered by financial
historians as the chief beneficiary of the quanto easing-driven asset-inflation cycle of the past 10
years which has led to such outsized gains for the few in a period of mostly anaemic growth. This
cycle began in America with private equity firms taking advantage of the housing bust to buy tens of
thousands of single-family homes to rent out, an entirely sensible investment, and has since
morphed into ever more complicated highly leveraged transactions. Sensible private equity groups
would be advised to have already exited the game and turn to markets where there is an obvious
opportunity to “unlock value”, namely Japan. And this indeed is what the smart money has been
doing.
Meanwhile, it is to the great credit of Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell that he has
succeeded in normalising monetary policy to the extent that he has. But there are going to be
casualties of this tightening cycle, as indeed there always are.
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GREED & fear has been in London this week when meant to be in America because a once
distinguished airline managed to lose GREED & fear’s passport during a pre-boarding security check
between the boarding gate and the plane. Be it a pure cock up or identity theft, the result has been
an ongoing administrative nightmare.
Still the longer than planned tenure in Londinium has had the benefit of allowing GREED & fear to
monitor closer at hand what is undoubtedly the biggest cock up in post-1945 British politics. That is
Cock up Cameron’s decision to call in June 2016 a referendum on “Brexit”, an error compounded by
his precipitous decision to resign a matter of hours after the result was announced, thereby
precipitating a civil war in the Conservative Party, a conflict which continues to this day. Such a
“wobbly” is not worthy of a product of GREED & fear’s alma mater. And GREED & fear, unlike most
people, still believes in that formerly celebrated British virtue, the stiff upper lip.
As for the Brexit issue itself, GREED & fear does not have strong views save to say that the
referendum should never have been called. But it is clear that the “deal” negotiated by the hapless
Madam May will satisfy no one since Britain will remain a “rule-taker” from the EU without the
benefits of membership. For this reason it is likely not to pass through parliament, and under
Britain’s unwritten constitution, parliament is sovereign. The question will then become whether
Madam May will agree to a second referendum or be forced to call a general election. So far, the
increasingly confident Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn is, sensibly from his own political perspective,
keeping his options open. Meanwhile, GREED & fear has to admit admiration for the slick negotiating
tactics of the EU’s chief Brexit negotiator Michel Barnier.
From a financial market standpoint, while the outcome of Brexit is clearly very important for Britain,
it remains a sideshow for the Eurozone. Indeed, GREED & fear’s base case remains that the Brexit
debate will be rendered irrelevant by developments in the rest of Europe and most particularly in
Italy. Either the Eurozone moves more explicitly to fiscal integration, as advocated by French
President Emmanuel Macron, or it is only a matter of time before Italy walks out. Britain would
never sign up to fiscal union and so there would be a natural parting of the ways if the Macron
agenda is happened, which is why the Brexit was unnecessary. Meanwhile, if the Macron agenda
continues to be resisted by Germany, then the breakup of the Eurozone will come sooner or later
anyway. But Britain would be saved the real pain precisely because, thanks to the late and great
Margaret Thatcher, it is not part of the euro.
Figure 21
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Why You Would Not Have Invested With Warren Buffett — Behavioral Value Investor

capital in a small partnership in the 1950s and 1960s.
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Warren Buffett built an amazing track record compounding
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Before becoming Chairman and CEO of Berkshire Hathaway,

Chances are you would not have invested with him: his
partnership did not appear conventional and he did not
invest conventionally.

Warren Bu ffet t ’s Part n ersh ip D id Not
Appear Con v en t ion al
The Buffett Partnership did not have these typical aspects:
• He did not have a large staff. As a matter of fact, for
many years it was just him, and even in the
partnership’s later years he was still the only
investment decision-maker. Contrast that with today’s
“hedge-fund master of the universe” starter package of
two analysts, a CFO, and an executive assistant in the
high-rent business district.
• He did not offer high-touch personal service or spend
time and money on extensive entertaining of his clients
as is common among today’s financial advisors.
• His partnership’s fee structure, which was based on a
percentage of profits above a certain rate of return,
was different from most others at the time.
• He did not have a well-known brand, advertise widely
or do many of the other marketing-related things that
most of his competitors did.
• He was young, in his 30s, compared to his competitors
with gray hair that exuded experience.

Warren Bu ffet t D id Not In v est
Con v en t ion ally
• Buffett invested in a small number of well-researched
investments, in contrast with the conventional wisdom
of wide diversification.

https://behavioralvalueinvestor.com/blog/2018/11/26/why-you-would-not-have-invested-with-warren-buffett
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small and unknown companies. In contrast many
financial advisors and fund managers prefer to invest in
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investments, which frequently led to him investing in
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• Buffett was focused on finding the most undervalued

well-known, blue-chip stocks, in part because clients
are less likely to blame them if things go wrong.
• He was focused on the long-term and on the
comparison between price and the intrinsic value of
each company rather than on what was going to
happen in the next quarter or year.

Wh y You Wou ld Not Hav e In v est ed Wit h
Warren Bu ffet t
Let us suppose that you are an institutional investor
representing a pension plan or an endowment. Would you
seriously consider committing your organization’s capital
with a seemingly quirky, young investor operating alone?
What would your Board say? What would happen to your
reputation if you were able to push through this
unconventional decision and then something went wrong?
On the other hand, even if things went well, would this
decision really have enough positive impact on your career
to justify the risk? For many, the principal-agent problem
would be too hard to overcome, and they would settle on a
more conventional choice of a bigger, more established firm
operating more conventionally.
Let’s say that you are an individual investor. You have a
significant advantage over the institutional investor in that
you do not have to contend with the principal-agent
problem. You have nobody to answer to but yourself, and
perhaps your spouse and dependents. However, you are
probably used to the idea that investing a substantial amount
of money with a manager should entitle you to frequent
entertainment, fancy dinners and conversations with him
whenever you desire. Perhaps you even think that you want
to have input into how he invests your capital or veto power
over decisions. Plus, shouldn’t your investment manager
have some gray hair and wear a nice suit with a bow tie?
Warren Buffett on the other hand made it clear that he would
https://behavioralvalueinvestor.com/blog/2018/11/26/why-you-would-not-have-invested-with-warren-buffett
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priority for his time was investing and that while he would
communicate transparently with all of his partners he could
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the partnership’s capital. Furthermore he was upfront that his
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not tolerate any interference with his discretion to manage

not indulge each one in frequent in-depth discussions.
Besides, he would not have looked the part to you, given his
age and unusual methods of operation.

Con c lu sion
So chances are you would not have invested with Warren
Buffett, whether you are an institutional investor or an
individual one. That would have been most unfortunate for
the rate at which your wealth would have compounded. For
according to Buffett’s letter to his partners in 1969, the Buffett
Partnership compounded capital at an annual rate of over
25% per year from 1957 through 1968, more than two and a
half times the rate of the market. And how did the large, wellknown mutual funds perform over that time, with their large
teams, good brands, and conventional approaches? The
ones that would have looked just right to many investors?
They did just about average.
Note: An earlier version of this article was published on
Forbes.com and can be found here.
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The prospects for a truce
New York
The focus of investors in meetings in North America this week has, unsurprisingly, been on the
outcome of the G20 Summit in Buenos Aires this weekend with regard to a possible US-Sino deal on
trade. Normally GREED & fear would view G20 summits as ineffectual talking shops. But this time is
different since the presumed meeting between Donald Trump and Xi Jinping allows for some
possibility of a defusing of tensions.
GREED & fear remains more hopeful than the consensus that some kind of interim deal, or
agreement, can be negotiated that at least reduces the likelihood of implementation of the next
round of tariff increases from 1 January when tariffs on US$200bn of imports from China are
scheduled to increase from the current 10% to 25%. The Donald has also threatened to impose 1025% tariffs on the remaining US$267bn of imports from China if a deal is not agreed. This is
important because, if this view is wrong and the tariff increases go ahead, then the risk rises of more
aggressive retaliation from the Chinese side. For example, Beijing could send the signal to Chinese
consumers to stop buying American goods, just as it did in the case of South Korean goods when the
THAAD missile defence system was installed in South Korea in March 2017.
Figure 1
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Clearly, such retaliation leads to a negative dynamic that ultimately benefits no one. But equally
clearly Beijing cannot for face reasons sit by and take no retaliatory action if the Trump
administration follows through on its threats in January. Still this is to assume the worst, whereas
the signals in recent weeks point to some kind of deal or at least truce at the G20 Summit.
First, Donald Trump signalled in his tweet on 1 November that he was looking forward to meeting Xi
at the G20 and had a telephone call with him where North Korea was discussed. As discussed here
at that time (see GREED & fear – South Asia focus, 8 November 2018), this tweet was significant since
the markets at that juncture had all but given up hope for a trade deal. Second, that North Korea
was discussed is also important because GREED & fear continues to believe that Trump wants to do a
deal on North Korea, and he probably needs Beijing’s help to achieve that goal. Both Trump and Xi
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also want modernisation of the North Korean economy while Trump is not insisting on regime
change or unification.
Any kind of deal or even truce will be positive for markets, particularly Asian stock markets, since it
will raise the hope that life can return to normal. It will also not be expected by many market
participants even though the above-mentioned Trump tweet on his telephone call with Xi has made
investors less negative. Still in a reflection of mainland thinking Citic Securities in a research report
published on Sunday gave a 60% probability to no material progress resulting from the G20 Summit
leading to the imposition of the tariff increase from 10% to 25% (see Citic Securities research A
Share Market Strategy Weekly: Scenarios of the A share market after the G20 summit, 25 November
2018).
GREED & fear is not so negative. Apart from the long observed nature of the Donald where he likes
to turn on a dime and do a deal, in this case taking a profit on his “beating up China” strategy, there
are some signals that more progress may have been made on agreeing a common ground than has so
far been admitted to. One such signal was a speech made by White House trade adviser Peter
Navarro in Washington on 9 November when he criticised famous Wall Street firms for getting
involved in the trade dispute (see Financial Times article “Wall St told to stay out of China spat”, 10
November 2018). This clearly reflected Navarro’s concerns that he, and fellow hardliners, were
losing the argument as a result of discussions held in Beijing in September between leading Wall
Street figures and Chinese Vice President Wang Qishan, the second most powerful man in China.
The second positive signal is that it was reported last week that Navarro will not be attending the
G20 Summit (see South China Morning Post article “White House trade adviser Peter Navarro ‘excluded
from Xi Jinping-Donald Trump dinner’”, 21 November 2018).
None of the above means that there will not be continuing friction between China and America on a
whole host of issues. But it does raise the hope that the January tariff increases will not be imposed.
Still if GREED & fear is wrong and Citic Securities’ base case occurs it will then become much harder
for “face reasons” for Beijing to make concessions without looking like it is succumbing to
Washington bullying. By then the pressure will also be on Beijing to adopt more aggressive stimulus
to counter the negative impact from the trade war. On this point, an estimated 103m Chinese
people are employed in the country’s manufacturing sector (see Figure 2).
Figure 2
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GREED & fear remains of the view that collateral damage from the squeeze on shadow banking, or
so-called “deleveraging”, has been more responsible for the slowdown in the China economy this
year and the related pain in the stock market than the trade war. Still it is also clear that the risk of
economic fallout from rising tariffs is now growing and will become more material if the scheduled
January tariff increases go ahead. This deterioration was signalled in the most recently published
China Reality Research SME quarterly in terms of declining capex intentions (see CRR report China
SME quarterly - Pain points, 18 October 2018). The CRR SME Capex Index, which is a diffusion index
of SMEs’ change in year-to-date capex, declined from 56 in 2Q18 to 54.5 in 3Q18 (see Figure 3).
Figure 3
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In a recommended report published on Monday (China HQ - Financial deleveraging: Review and
outlook, 26 November 2018) CRR strategist Haixu Qiu confirms GREED & fear’s base case that
deleveraging has been more responsible for the slowdown in China’s economy this year than the
trade war. But he also notes that the negative impact from trade will grow in 2019 in the absence of
the resolution of the trade dispute. In this context, he argues that the focus of the deleveraging
policy next year will switch from curbing shadow banking, where much of the work has now been
done, to redirecting credit flows from local government financing vehicles (LGFVs), SOEs and
households to private firms.
This certainly makes sense. But history suggests that getting banks to lend to the private sector in
China is easier said than done. Still it is clear that Beijing now realises that more needs to be done to
restore the confidence of the private sector which has lost previous sources of funding from the
squeeze on shadow banking. This can be seen in the continuing collapse in bank lending to non-bank
financial institutions. China depository corporations’ claims on other financial institutions declined
by 7.1%YoY to a two-year low of Rmb26.4tn at the end of October and are now down 11.2% from
the peak reached in January 2018 (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4

China depository corporations’ claims on other financial institutions

Depository corporations' claims on other financial institutions
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The most significant development GREED & fear has seen so far on this point of lending more to the
private sector was a statement earlier this month by Guo Shuqing, head of China Banking and
Insurance Regulatory Commission (CBIRC) and the man who has been leading the whole
deleveraging drive. He stated on 7 November that regulators planned to introduce a policy whereby
one-third and two-thirds of new corporate lending made by large banks and small banks respectively
must go to private firms and that the ultimate goal is to allocate 50% of new corporate leading to
private firms in three years. SMEs (mostly privately owned) accounted for 32.3% of outstanding
renminbi corporate loans as at the end of 1H18, according to Haixu’s report (see Figure 5).
Figure 5

China SME loans as % of outstanding renminbi corporate loans
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These are ambitious targets and, from the standpoint of investors in bank stocks, have raised fears
that Chinese banks will be forced to meet quota for lending to private sector firms. But while there
are certainly grounds for scepticism on how such a policy is implemented, even if it is not by official
quota, it does at least show that Beijing understands that the issue of reviving private sector
confidence has now become a priority. China certainly cannot afford to alienate the private sector,
which is responsible for more than 50% of tax revenue, over 60% of GDP, over 70% of tech
innovation, over 80% of urban employment and over 90% of number of enterprises, according to
official estimates. It should be noted that these 5-6-7-8-9 contributions are often cited by mainland
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officials and media, though there is never any hard data to confirm this (see CLSA research China
financials - CBIRC mandates love for private sector, 9 November 2018).
Figure 6

China residential real estate investment
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Meanwhile if there is an area of the Chinese economy at risk of a further slowdown in coming
months it remains the residential property market after the surprising resilience of residential
property investment in the first three quarters of this year (see Figure 6). New landbank volume
added by 26 CRR-tracked listed developers declined by 35% MoM and 42% YoY in October (see
Figure 7). Facing tighter cashflow in 4Q18, CRR argues that developers are likely to slow land
purchases further (see CRR Land Monthly – Correction continues, 23 November 2018).
Figure 7

YoY growth of land purchased by 26 CRR-tracked listed property developers
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The latest CRR property data also shows a further weakening (see CRR Property Monthly – More price
cuts, 15 November 2018). Thus, home prices at CRR-tracked projects in 40 tier 2-3 cities declined
by 0.1% MoM in October, the first correction since December 2017 (see Figure 8), while the share
of projects planning to cut prices in the next three months rose from 4% in September to 11% in
October. Also property sales in tier-1 cities rose by 11% YoY in October, down from 42% YoY in
September, while sales in 14 tier-2 cities CRR tracks declined by 17% YoY in October (see Figure 9).
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Figure 8

Home price change (%MoM) at CRR-tracked projects in 40 tier 2-3 cities
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Figure 9

YoY sales in four tier-1 cities and 14 tier-2 cities tracked by CRR
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Still it will be important to remember if the trend turns too negative that Beijing always has the
option to ease policy on property aggressively given the extensive tightening measures now in place,
though, as with the deleveraging campaign, it will want to avoid a return to extreme stimulus. There
are now 114 mainland cities with property tightening measures. But that stance is much easier to
maintain if the trade issues with America are resolved without excessive acrimony. In this respect,
China had already begun its campaign to address the shadow banking excesses before Trump was
elected president in November 2016. This is important because, as also noted by Haixu in his report,
China would now be much more vulnerable to the Trump administration’s more aggressive stance on
trade reflected in the tariff increases if the shadow banking excesses had not been addressed.
In this respect, China’s macro position is not as vulnerable as the hardliners in Washington seem to
think it is. But that is not to say that life would be a lot more comfortable for Beijing right now if
Hillary Clinton had been elected president.
Returning to America, the major business news of the week has been General Motors’ decision to
shut two Michigan plants as well as five plants in Ohio, Maryland and overseas and to cut 14,000
jobs in North America. This has raised two risks for the Donald regardless of his combative response
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to the news in terms of his threat to cut all GM’s “subsidies”. First, the move risks drawing attention
to the negative consequences of tariffs given the tariff increases have cost GM an estimated
US$1bn increase in its raw material costs, though General Motors was diplomatic enough not to
mention that in its statement. Second, it draws attention to more classic interest-rate sensitive
sectors which are vulnerable to monetary tightening.
In this respect, GREED & fear’s meetings this week have confirmed GREED & fear’s base case, namely
that US cyclical momentum has peaked after the sugar rush of tax reform and there is now growing
evidence of higher interest rates beginning to bite, most particularly in the housing sector. GREED &
fear has found many investors focused on the weakening trend in housing as former hot markets
such as Dallas turn soft. The expectation is that the recent weakening trend in housing is set to
continue. US existing home sales have declined year-on-year for eight straight months, falling by
5.1% YoY in October, while new home sales declined by 12% YoY to an annualised 544,000 units in
October, the lowest level since March 2016 (see Figure 10).
Figure 10
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This in turn raises the issue of Federal Reserve policy, which has become more politicised with
Trump’s Jerome Powell-focused tweets. In this respect, Powell’s comment in a speech at the
Economic Club of New York on Wednesday that interest rates remain “just below the broad range of
estimates of the level that would be neutral for the economy” has, not surprisingly, been interpreted
as doveish by the markets. This is why current market expectations of only two more rate hikes
(including December) by the end of 2019 look quite plausible to GREED & fear (see Figure 11).
Still a truce on the January tariff increase, or better a trade deal, is likely to precipitate a year-end
equity rally led by Asia which would probably have the practical effect of delaying the end of
monetary tightening. By contrast, no deal and the resulting imposition of the threatened tariff
increases in January is likely to accelerate “risk off” action in markets thereby fast forwarding the
end of monetary tightening. This is because, as discussed here last week (see GREED & fear - Identity
theft and private equity, 22 November 2018), in the post-quanto easing world asset prices drive
economies and not the other way round.
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RESERVE BANK OF INDIA WATCH
On hold for now, but tightening cycle not over yet
The recent drop in headline inflation, coupled with
the sharp fall in global oil prices, should be enough
to ensure that the RBI keeps policy rates on hold at
the conclusion of its meeting on Wednesday 5th
December. However, with core inflation still
elevated and the MPC placing significant emphasis
on ensuring that it doesn’t fall behind the curve and
compromise its credibility, we think the tightening
cycle still has a little bit further to run.
Latest data gives RBI some breathing space
The MPC unexpectedly kept its repo rate and reverse
repo rates on hold at 6.50% and 6.25% respectively
at its October meeting, having hiked both rates by a
cumulative 50bp at the two previous meetings. The
committee did change its official policy stance to
“calibrated tightening” in October, but we don’t
think this signals any inevitability about the outcome
of its upcoming meeting. The mantra from Governor
Urjit Patel continues to be that the future path of
monetary policy is highly data dependent.
On balance, the recent data have provided the RBI
with a bit more breathing space. There have been
signs of a slowdown in some of the latest activity data
including vehicle sales, tourism arrivals and
industrial production. (See Chart 1.) We think that
GDP will also have slowed a touch in Q3 (the data
are due to be released this Friday).
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The other factor that may tip the balance in towards
a hold is the recent calm in financial markets. For
example, the rupee has strengthened by nearly 3.5%
against the US dollar since hitting a record low in late
October. (See Chart 2.) The MPC therefore has less
reason to be concerned that keeping rates on hold
might antagonise markets than would have been the
case a few weeks ago.
Chart 2: Rupee vs US$
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In addition, headline consumer price inflation has
dropped below the RBI’s 4.0% target in recent
months, undershooting the central bank’s
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projections. The latest data show that CPI inflation
eased to 3.3% y/y in October, from 3.7% y/y in
September. The recent plunge in oil prices provides
more space. We estimate that every sustained $10pb
fall in the price of oil knocks about 0.1%-pt off the
headline rate of inflation. The recent drop in global
prices was in line with the long-standing forecasts of
our Commodities team, and therefore doesn’t
change our expectations for inflation in India. But it
should lead to headline inflation being 0.2-0.3%
points lower than it would otherwise have been.
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In all, we think the repo and reverse repo rates will
be kept unchanged next week. This forecast is shared
by the consensus. At the time of writing, 13 out of 16
analysts on the Bloomberg poll expect no change.
Tightening cycle still has a little further to run
However, we don’t think that a second hold in a row
means that the tightening cycle has ended. While
economic growth has probably passed its peak, the
big picture is that the economy is still performing
well and we expect this to continue for a while
longer. (For more see our India Economic Outlook,

Shilan Shah, Senior India Economist, +65 6595 1511, shilan.shah@capitaleconomics.com

India Economics

“Strong growth to continue for a while yet” 11th
October.) Capacity utilisation rates are at their
highest in over seven years (see Chart 3), and with
growth still strong they are likely to rise further.
Chart 3: Capacity Utilisation (Net % of Respondents)
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In turn, this will keep core price pressures elevated.
Indeed, looking beyond the headline consumer and
wholesale price data, underlying price pressures
have continued to build. (See Chart 4.)
Chart 4: Core Inflation (% y/y)
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Hanging over all of this, the MPC has placed great
emphasis on ensuring that it doesn’t drop behind the
curve and lose credibility as a result. For example,
Dr Chetan Ghate warned that “if there is substantial
deviation of inflationary expectations in relation to
the target, by failing to react with the policy interest
rate, we will lose credibility and reduce our capacity
to influence expectations”.
Linked to the issue of credibility, there is likely to be
some concern among MPC members over the
disputes between the RBI and government that have
recently come to light. Though relations appear to
have turned more amicable over the past week, we
don’t think that the issues have been put to bed. (For
more see our India Economics Update, “RBI and
government signal tentative truce”, 20th November.)
On balance, this may cause the RBI to hike interest
rates further if it feels inclined to re-emphasise its
independence.
For what it’s worth, we think that the swiftness with
which the RBI has already responded to the recent
rise in inflation will help to anchor inflation
expectations and prevent the need for aggressive
policy changes in the future. (See our India
Economics Focus, “Inflation rise tests the RBI’s
credibility”, 29th June.) But we don’t think its work is
fully done yet. We are forecasting one more 25bp
increase in the repo rate to 6.75% in this cycle. (See
Chart 6.)

Sources: CEIC, Capital Economics

In addition, several MPC members have expressed
concerns about the rise in household inflation
expectations over recent quarters. (See Chart 5.)
Chart 5: Household Inflation Expectations (%)
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